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ABSTRACT
Liu, Yun PhD, Purdue University, August 2016. Three Dimensional Unsteady Flow
and Active Morphing Effect in Flapping Wings. Major Professor: Xinyan Deng,
School of Mechanical Engineering.
Bumble bee cannot fly, if we ignore the significant differences between flapping
wings and fixed wings, and falsely apply the conventional fixed wing aerodynamic
principles to the bumble bee flight. The classic fixed wing aerodynamics originated
from the two-dimensional attached flow analysis, where the three-dimensional and
unsteady effects can be ignored without introducing too much error. Insects and
hummingbirds, however, flap their low aspect ratio and highly deformable wings
reciprocally, creating very complex flow structures, which are highly three-dimensional
and unsteady. In the meanwhile, the flexibility and complex textures of the wings
introduce even more complexities to the problem from the aspect of aero-elasticity.
Therefore, to see the entire picture of flapping wing aerodynamics, the three factors:
unsteadiness, three-dimensional effect and wing morphing have to be taken
into account and this thesis aims to provide some understanding about those issues
and the couplings related to them.
The state of art V3V system was used to study the coupling between unsteadi-
ness and three-dimensional effect of the flow on a mechanical flapper with rigid
wings, revealing a linked vortex ring structure in the near field with two layers of
strong vortical flow in the far field. On the other hand, the coupling of unsteadi-
ness and wing morphing was studied on a quasi-2-dimensional translating wing
with an active trailing edge flap, suggesting both the flow and force characteristics
were greatly affected by the flap deflection timing. Finally, to study the coupling of all
the three factors: unsteadiness, three-dimensional effect and wing morphing,
a new method of flow visualization was successfully developed and applied to freely
xiii
flying hawkmoth. For the first time, the entirety of the highly three-dimensional and
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Lifting-line and airfoil theories, developed in the early 20th century, opened a new
era of fluid mechanics and paved the foundation of modern aerodynamics. Before the
1950s, without the modern computer technology, lifting-line and airfoil theories were
the most fundamental guidelines in aircraft designing and optimization(Anderson
1999). In the light of advancements of the fixed wing aerodynamic theories, aircraft
designing experienced booming and significant advancement in the early 20th century.
The fixed wing aerodynamic theories were so successful that people intended to use
these theories to study the aerodynamics of flying insects without considering the
fundamental difference between fixed and flapping wings (Bomphrey et al 2009). The
well-known “bumble bee cannot fly story” about the discussion between an aeronautic
engineer and a biologist then became a major motivation behind the over a century
research interests on insect flight (Bomphrey et al 2009, Sane 2003). Insect wings
translate and rotate at quite a high angle of attack where the flow already separates
from the fixed wings, resulting in a high drag but low lift force. Subsequently, the
lift force is greatly underestimated, if using the aerodynamic force data derived from
classic fixed wing aerodynamics, creating a false paradox that bumble bee cannot fly
(Bomphrey et al 2009).
On a small chalcid wasp, Encarsia Formosa, Weis-Fogh found and proposed the
“Clap-Fling” mechanism attributing to lift augmentation(Weis-Fogh 1973). By creat-
ing two bound vortices with opposite signs on the wings after pronation,“Clap-Fling”
can prevent the formation of starting vortices to eliminate the Wagner effect which
tends to weaken lift generation. However, this novel mechanism is only found in
limited insect species such as butterflies with a great range of insects not having
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“Clap-Fling” mechanisms captured in their flights. After Weis-Fogh, C.P. Ellingtion
inherited his legacy and continued the research to determine the legitimate cause of
high lift production in insect flight.
Figure 1.1: Smoke Visualization on tethered Hawkmoth(Ellington et al 1996)
Utilizing the smoke visualization on the tethered Hawkmoth, Manduca sexta, as
well as a hawkmoth mimicking mechanical flapper (which not only can mimic the wing
trajectory but also the flexibility of the hawkmoth wings), a cone shaped leading edge
vortex (LEV) was captured and visualized (Ellington et al 1996,Van den berg and
Ellington 1997). Most significantly, Ellington clearly linked this finding of stable LEV
structure to the cause of high lift production which cannot be fully explained through
classic fixed wing aerodynamics, thereby providing one explanation to the paradox
that a bumble bee cannot fly. Through the discovery of LEV on the hawkmoth,
Ellington may have provided the final answer to the unexpected high lift generation
in insect flight while his work also brought more interesting aspects and questions
about LEV which is currently believed to be the major cause of lift augmentation
on animal flight. In addition, a great amount of research attention and interest
was drawn into the mechanism about stabilizing the LEV on the wing (Birch and
Dickinson 2001). Many theories and hypothesis were proposed, leading to an endless
debate over this topic (Lentink and Dickinson 2009, Cheng et al 2013). Within these,
a research group from Caltech, led by Prof. Dickinson, advanced the research on
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insect flight to a higher level by studying the aerodynamics of fruit flies (Dickinson
et al 1999).
Considering the wings of the fruit fly as rigid wings, Dickinson and his colleagues
built a scaled up mechanical flapper-Robofly,that flapped at a much lower frequency
in an oil tank to dynamically simulate the flying fruit fly in the air. By measuring
the flow on the wing, Dickinson confirmed Ellington's finding about the existence of
LEV, but found no relevance about the span-wise flow and LEV stability which is
highlighted in Ellington's experimental results on the hawkmoth (Birch and Dickinson
2001). Furthermore, through systematic and detailed force and flow measurements on
the Robofly, Dickinson and his colleagues built the first mature aerodynamics model
that can estimate the aerodynamic force on flapping wings (Dickinson et al 1999).
Although the quasi-steady model is empirical and experimental data dependent, it
provides a sound and accurate force prediction.
In light of advancements in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and massive
fast computation capacities, simulating flow and dynamics on flying insects became
possible through solving the Navier-Stokes equation numerically. From simulations on
flying hawkmoth to fruit flies, Liu (Liu et al 1998,Aono et al 2008) depicted very com-
plex highly three-dimensional and unsteady flow structures on flying insects. Chal-
lenges in the simulation of insect flight stem from the complex nature of reciprocal
flapping wing motion and wing geometries. Three-dimensional dynamic and adaptive
mesh were used to cope with the complex wing motion that requred constructing new
mesh for calculation at each time step (Liu et al 1998). Later, by introducing the
immersed boundary method (IBM) to CFD simulations of insect flight, the mesh was
greatly simplified without considering too many geometric complexities (Mittal et al
2006). Moreover, instead of solving the Navier-Stokes equation, the Lattice Boltz-
mann Method was implemented to study the low Reynolds number flow problems,
like flapping wings (Li and Lu 2012). However, none of these simulations can per-
fectly simulate a flying insect by considering all the details from wing morphology to
wing texture. Therefore, all these CFD simulations are still based on more or less
4
Figure 1.2: Top and side views of CFD-visualized flows with instantaneous streamlines
and surface pressure contours during supination(Liu et al 1998)
simplified flying insect models which might neglect some important features on real
flying insects (this issue will be addressed in Chapter 5).
In the recent decade, with the advancement of three-dimensional flow measure-
ment/visualization methods, a much clearer picture about the flow in insect flight can
be obtained not only on insect mimicking mechanical flappers but also on real flying
insects (Liu et al 2013, Henningsson et al 2015). With knowing the highly unsteady
and three-dimensional flow structure details, aerodynamic force and other metrics can
be calculated and studied to gain a deeper understanding about the correlation be-
tween unsteady force generation and complex flow structure (Wu 1981). In the mean-
while, unlike quasi-steady model, several aerodynamic models have been proposed in
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the hope of resolving the unsteady aerodynamic force on flapping wings without us-
ing empirical and experimental data (Ansari et al 2006,Nabawy and Crowther 2014).
CFD simulation, on the other hand, is far ahead of experimental studies and ca-
pable of resolving many details about the complex flow and aerodynamic forces on
flying insects based on extracted kinematics data (Wan et al 2015,Song et al 2014).
However, no matter how advanced are these methods, either numerical simulations,
experimental investigations or theoretical modelings, there are mainly three chal-
lenges and features inherent in the nature of flapping wings, have to be considered:
Unsteadiness, Three dimensional effect, and wing morphing.
1.2 Three fundamental features on the aerodynamics of insect flight
Unsteadiness is one of the most inherent features in insect flight. An accelerating
plate, started from rest, is one widely used approximation for flapping wing motion
which is subjected to significant linear acceleration/deceleration. By measuring the
instantaneous force on impulsively started translating plate under different angles of
attack, Dickson found the lift force is significantly augmented in the first 2 chord
lengths of travel compared with the one measured 5 chord lengths later(Fig.1.3).
Through flow visualization, this lift augmentation was found related to the time de-
pendent formation of attached leading edge vortex in the first 2 chord lengths of
travel. However, this leading edge vortex is not stable and shed afterward (Dickinson
and Gotz 1993). Pulling and Wang studied a quite similar problem analytically by
modeling the leading edge vortex and the starting vortex as growing spiral vortex
sheets and found the angle of attack for maximum vortex lift is about fifty degrees
and independent of acceleration profile (Pulling and Wang 2004). Instead of linear
accelerations, the angular acceleration is another significant factor found on insect
wings which are subject to fast changes in angles of attack. Using two-dimensional
potential flow theory and point vortex modeling, Xia (2013) simulated the flow on a
dynamic pitching plate to study the effect of dynamic pitching and found the instan-
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taneous force on the plate is highly dependent on the motion of vortices formed from
the leading edge and trailing edge. Moreover, two-dimensional rigid plates undergoing
complex flapping wing motions, have also been extensively studied and investigated
through experiments to resolve the significance of unsteadiness on flapping wings.
Through measuring the unsteady flow and forces on a rigid large aspect ratio flap-
ping plate, Lua and his colleagues (2008,2010,2011) studied the unsteady effect of
flapping wing due to pitching phase, flapping frequency and angular amplitude. The
wake capture mechanism was also investigated in their study, indicating the wake
capture mechanism will not always augment the lift force generation on a flapping
wing.
Figure 1.3: 2D flow visualization on translating plate(Dickinson and Gotz 1993)
Owing to the limitations and drawbacks of current flow diagnostics and measure-
ment methods through the decades, one of the biggest difficulties in studying the
aerodynamics of insect flight is the strong three-dimensional effect of the flow which
is quite different from the flow on conventional fixed wings. The majority of current
flow dialogistic methods are limited to the planar flow field measurement which can
either measure the two dimensional flow velocity field on a plane or provide the three
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dimensional flow velocity vector on the plane (Poelma et al 2006, Bomphrey et al
2006). With the early implementation of these traditional techniques on studying the
flow of flying insects and mechanical flappers, many details about the flow have been
observed and reported. Yet, without a completely clear depiction of the complex flow
structure in three dimensions, the actual flow topology on flying insects can never
be obtained and observed. Bomphrey (2006) applied a 2D-PIV on a tethered hawk-
moth in the wind tunnel and found the leading edge vortex is continuing from the
left to the right wing and crosses over the thorax, suggesting a likely single vortex
ring wake topology on the flying hawkmoth in the down-stroke. However, the CFD
simulations on the flying hawkmoth model didn't capture and confirm this feature
of continuing leading edge vortex crossing over the thorax (Aono et al 2008,Zheng
et al 2013); Instead, two horse-shoe shaped vortex loops were presented in the sim-
ulation with each wing generating a vortex loop. Dickinson and his colleagues used
stereotype PIV to measure the flow around a mechanical flapper, mimicking a flying
fruit fly. By proper alignment of all the stereo-PIV measurements on different planes
around the wing, the final three-dimensional flow structure was finally reconstructed
from the interpolated flow data (Poelma et al 2006). However, this method with
stereotype PIV is not feasible and accurate as studying the evolution of the three di-
mensional flow structure on real flying insects whose wing trajectories are in a great
variation from wing beat to wing beat, leaving the flow measurement of this kind un-
reliable. Recently, with advancements in volumetric flow measurement/visualization
techniques, the instantaneous three-dimensional unsteady flow around flapping wings
can be measured in a more accurate and efficient way. Defocusing DPIV was utilized
to study the three-dimensional flow on translating and rotating plates in a water tank
(Kim and Gharib 2010). The differences about the flow structure between translating
and rotating wing were captured and studied in great detail with the complex vortex
structures visualized in three-dimension. The same method was also used in studying
mechanical flappers in an oil tank, simulating the flying insect flight in the air dy-
namically (Liu et al 2013, Cheng et al 2014). As expected, strong three dimensional
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effects of the flow were clearly observed with the complex vortex structure being con-
tinuously under significant deformation and convection with the downwash flow. For
the first time, the overall vortex structures and their evolution have been captured
and observed on mechanical flappers volumetrically. However, it is still quite a chal-
lenging task to measure the three-dimensional flow on flying insects in the air. Most
recently, a large volume tomo-graphic PIV measurement was conducted in the wake
of a tethered locust in a wind tunnel (Henningsson et al 2015). Instantaneous three-
dimensional vortex structures and their development were quantitatively visualized
with some quite interesting and new structures observed(Fig.1.4).
Figure 1.4: Instantaneous flow measurement on a tethered locust,using tomographic
PIV(Henningsson et al 2015)
The flexible wing of flying animals plays another important role in defining the
aerodynamics of insect flight and is frequently related to the consideration of efficiency.
Through the CFD simulations on a locust with different types of wing stiffness and
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flexibilities, researchers were able to demonstrate the advantages of real flexible wings
on flying locusts in terms of high flight efficiency (Young et al 2009). Zhao(Zhao et al
2009) conducted a systematic experimental investigation on the topic of aero-elasticity
in flapping wings, using mechanical flapping wings made of isotropic material with a
broad spectrum of wing stiffness. The results show the force modulations by means
of changing wing stiffness and suggest a strong correlation between wing stiffness
and leading edge vortex strength. Relevant CFD simulations were carried out on
rotating wings with different wing cambers (Harbig et al 2013). Very interestingly,
positively cambered wings were found to have higher lift to drag ratio, comparing
to negatively cambered and flat wings. Similarly, on fish, CFD simulations and
experimental studies have already shown the flexible bodies cannot only produce
significant thrust during maneuvers but also can harvest energy from the vortical
flow to gain sufficient propulsive force to overcome body drag (Liao et al 2003,Beal et
al 2006). Additionally, the soap film experiments on flexible filament demonstrate a
great hydrodynamic influence on the wake as well as the morphology of the filament
in the subject to the fluid-structure interaction (Zhang et al 2000).
Figure 1.5: Left wing of Eristalis tenax, showing the attachment of the alula (Walker
et al 2012)
Although the effect of wing flexibility under passive deformation has been studied
and addressed in numerous literature, the aerodynamics effect of active wing morph-
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ing on flapping wing is not well studied and understood. Especially, the active wing
camber and trailing edge flap deflection are well observed in the flapping animals such
as bats, birds and insects (Wolf et al 2010;Norberg 1976; Ennos 1987). Bats use their
articulated fingers and arms to actively control the wing camber in order to adjust
their aerodynamic performance under different flying speeds (Wolf et al 2010). Insect
wings, on the other hand, are mainly passive structures and driven by sets of muscles
in the thoraxes. However, alula, a unique ”flap” like structure at the wing base of
most hoverflies, can be actively driven via the third axillary sclerite to change the
instantaneous flap angle (similar to the flap mechanism on the modern aircraft) at
the wing base(Walker et al 2012)).
On real flying animals, Unsteadiness, Three-dimensional effect and Wing
morphing are deeply interacted and coupled with each another, resulting a complex
aerodynamic behavior(See Fig.1.6). Among those couplings, the coupling between
three-dimensional effect and unsteadiness can best present the most important fea-
tures of insect flight; The coupling between unsteadiness and wing morphing, on
the other hand, is an appropriate approach to study the fundamental physics of wing
morphing effect in flapping wings without considering complexities induced by three-
dimensional effect. Finally, to have a comprehensive and accurate understanding
about the aerodynamics of insect flight, it is imperative to consider the coupling
among all the three factors. In this thesis, those types of couplings will be studied
and addressed accordingly in the following chapters.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
To study the coupling between unsteadiness and three-dimensional effect, chapter
2 presents a volumetric flow measurement study on a pair of rigid mechanical flapping
wings by using the volumetric 3-component velocimetry (V3V) in an oil tank. The
complete three-dimensional wake structure and its evolution throughout a wing stroke
were quantified and presented. It was found that the general vortex structure consists
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Figure 1.6: Three basic features in aerodynamics of insect flight
of linked vortex rings in the near field and two layers of strong vortical flow in the far
field. The downwash flow, on the other hand, is directed passing through the center
of the vortex rings in the near field and extends downward between the two-layer
structure.
In Chapter 3, a quasi- 2 dimensional translating wing starting from rest is studied
to simulate the unsteady motion of flapping wings with its trailing edge flap deflecting
at different timings and speeds. In this sense, the coupling between unsteadiness and
active wing morphing can be studied without introducing the complexities due to
three-dimensional effect and its couplings with other factors. The results indicate the
wing deflection timing plays a more important role in the force and flow modulation
while the deflection speed can only weakly modify the force and flow characteristics.
In Chapter 4, conventional smoke and dye visualizations were applied and tested
on mechanical flappers in the air and water. In Chapter 4 section 1, a new smoke
visualization method was implemented on a four-bar mechanism flapper with zero
free stream velocity to simulate the flow structure on a hovering wing. It was found
that the downwash flow is confined by the tip and root vortices on the frontal plane
but is diverging on the para-sagittal plane. However, this visualization technique can
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only visualize the flow which passes the smoke wire and the flow structure otherwise
cannot be visualized. Therefore, in chapter 4 section 2, dye visualization method was
tested in the water. To visualize the entire vortical flow, fluorescent dye was applied
to the surface of the flapping wing in a water tank. By using this method, the entire
near wall flow feature as well as the flow features convected in near wake can be
visualized. It was found that throughout the flapping cycle, the tip and root vortices
dominant the wake flow.
In Chapter 5, an innovative flow visualization method is developed and applied on
a freely flying hawkmoth to study the authentic vortical flow on flying insect which is
subject to the coupling of unsteadiness, three-dimensional effect and wing morphing.
By observing the trace of alcohol vapor from the wing surface through a high speed
Schlieren system, all the major vortices and their evolution were successfully visual-
ized in a three-dimensional space, presenting a sophisticated linked vortex structure
on freely flying insects.
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2. VOLUMETRIC VISUALIZATION OF THE NEAR- AND FAR-FIELD WAKE
IN FLAPPING WINGS
Published in Bioinspiration and Biomimetics 2013 (First Author: Yun Liu)
2.1 Chapter Abstract
The flapping wings of flying animals create complex vortex wake structure; under-
standing its spatial and temporal distribution is fundamental to animal flight theory.
In this study, we applied the volumetric 3-component velocimetry to capture both
the near- and far-field flow generated by a pair of mechanical flapping wings. For the
first time, the complete three-dimensional wake structure and its evolution through-
out a wing stroke were quantified and presented experimentally. The general vortex
wake structure maintains a quite consistent form: vortex rings in the near field and
two shear layers in the far field. Vortex rings shed periodically from the wings and
are linked to each other in successive strokes. In the far field, the shed vortex rings
evolve into two parallel shear layers with dominant vorticity convected from tip and
root vortices. The shear layers are nearly stationary in space compared to the peri-
odic vortex rings shed in the near field. In addition, downwash passes through the
centers of the vortex rings and extends downward between the two shear layers.
2.2 Introduction
Small flying animals, such as insects and hummingbirds, exhibit a ubiquitous abil-
ity of hovering (Ellington 1984,Dudley 2000, Fry et al 2005). They flap their wings
back and forth at large angle of attack (AoA) while pushing airflow downwards with
shed vortices (Warrick et al 2005). The aerodynamics of the flapping wings, which has
been widely studied in the past decades, has strong unsteady and three-dimensional
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properties (Sun and Tang 2002, Sane 2003, Lentink and Dickinson 2009,Sane 2011).
Recently, progress on volumetric flow visualization (Pereira et al 2000) has allowed
more detailed three-dimensional flow measurements that further decode these prop-
erties (Kim and Gharib 2010, Cheng et al 2013).
While the majority of these studies have focused on the characteristics of the
near-field flow without considering the effect of the far-field wake, studies on heli-
copter aerodynamics (Leishman 2006) and flow past a cylinder (Wu et al 2007) have
suggested that the far-field wake might play a role in the local field aerodynamics.
Indeed, as shown by Birch and Dickinson (2001), induced flow due to far-wake vor-
ticity significantly reduces the effective wing AoA of flapping wings and therefore
affects lift production. Using conventional vortex theory, Ellington (1978, 1984), and
Rayner (1979), have modeled the wake of a hovering animal as a chain of coaxial
vortex rings, and successfully showed some far-field features and stroke-averaged pa-
rameters of flapping wings. A recent study based on vorticity moment theory further
revealed more complex behavior of these vortex rings and their mutual interactions
(Wang and Wu 2010). In comparison, numerical simulation results have suggested
quite different wake structures than stacked vortex rings (Aono et al 2008,Yu and
Sun 2009). For example, Yu and Sun found the tilted-and-linked vortex rings with
large jet-like flow through the center of rings.
On the other hand, experimental studies on animal wake structures were mainly
focused on forward flight (Johansson and Hedenstrm 2009, Muijres et al 2008, Sped-
ding et al 2003, Bomphrey et al 2009). It was found that two wings can produce
either a single vortex ring (Muijres et al 2008) or two separate vortex rings (Spedding
et al 2003). In normal hovering, however, flapping wings are more likely to produce
two separate rings because zero body circulation leads to shed wing root vortices
(Pournazeri et al 2013).
Additionally, measurements of the far-field flow are important in studying the
flight control and sensory-motor physiology. For instance, recent studies have sug-
gested that hovering birds are able to utilize the downwash through active tail move-
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ments (Altshuler et al 2009, Su et al 2012). It was found that a hovering passerine
creates periodic tail movements, which were time-phased with wing motion to inter-
cept the periodic downwash in the wake, thereby creating pitch torque that reduced
the body oscillation (Su et al 2012). In addition, Sane (Sane 2006, Sane and Jacobson
2006) has suggested that in flapping insects, their airflow sensors, olfactory sensors,
heat exchange and various mass exchange processes are all influenced by the induced
flow.
Therefore, to advance the animal flight theory, it is desirable for both biologists
and engineers to have a comprehensive understanding of the wake structure generated
by flapping wings. In this study, we used the volumetric 3-component velocimetry
(V3V) (Cheng et al 2013, Pereria et al 2000, Flammang et al 2011) technique to
measure both the near- and far-field flow generated by a pair of mechanical flapping
wings. For the first time, we provide experimental results for the three-dimensional
wake structure of the flapping wings and describe its evolution throughout the wing
stroke.
2.3 Materials and Methods
A dynamically scaled mechanical flapper (Fig.2.1(a)) was used to generate wing
flapping motion. Pair of wings were driven by a single digital servo (Hitec Inc., Poway,
CA, USA) to flap sinusoidally at 2 Hz. The wings were allowed to rotate passively and
create varying angles of attack (AoA), which were limited by two stoppers mounted
on the wing roots. The wing had a span of 55 mm (from wing tip to center of
rotation) and an aspect ratio of 5.3. It was made from a transparent polymer sheet
with a uniform thickness of 0.5 mm (Fig.2.1(b)). The mean Reynolds number was







where θ means the stroke amplitude (peak to peak in radians), R is the wing span-
length, n is the flapping frequency, γ is the kinematic viscosity and AR is the aspect
ratio. In this study, the three-dimensional velocity field in both the near and far
field of the flapping wings was measured using volumetric 3-component velocimetry
system (V3V; TSI Inc., Shore-view, MN, USA). Its principle is based on processing of
defocusing images which is similar to how human eyes perceive depth; while a conven-
tional camera with one aperture could only capture particles’ location information on
a plane, the V3V camera which has three off center apertures with identical focusing
plane can record the spatial location of particles in a volume. By determining the
dimension of three defocusing images of one identical particle, the third dimension of
the particle location can be obtained (for details, refer to Pereira and Gharib (2002),
Troolin and Longmire (2010)).
The uncertainty in the instantaneous velocity fields comes primarily from spatial
uncertainty. Spatial uncertainty results from mean-bias and RMS errors and has been
shown by Pereira and Gharib (2002) to be on the order of 1% for the X and Y velocity
components (the width and height) and 4% for the Z component (depth). Temporal
uncertainty is negligible in comparison since the jitter in the laser pulse timing is 10
ns, and the timing resolution of the synchronizer is 1 ns.
In the experiment, the oil tank ( 61× 61× 305 cm3), filled with mineral oil (Kine-
matic Viscosity = 8 cSt at 20oC, density=850 kg/m3 ), was seeded with air bubbles
(average size of 20-50 microns) which were illuminated by a dual-head Nd:YAG pulsed
laser. The measurement volume (14× 14× 10 cm3, Fig.2.1(a)) was positioned in the
center of the tank. Note that, the tank dimension was significantly larger than the
wing length and the V3V measurement volume, and according to Sane (2001), the
wall effect is negligible if the wing is two times the wing length away from the wall.
To capture the complete evolution of the flow structure around the flapping wing,
measurements were conducted at 16 different time instants within one flapping cycle
with a time interval of 31.25 ms. (In Fig.2.1(d), the number 015 indicates the 16
different wing stroke positions with a time interval of 31.25 ms in one flapping cycle.)
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The final velocity data at each wing stroke position was obtained from an ensemble-
average flow result of 20 consecutive wing beats after the first 5 wing beats, which
ensured the flow was fully established. InsightV3V software (TSI Inc., Shoreview,
MN, USA) was used to carry out the particle detection, particle tracking and velocity
field interpolation. Three components of velocity on a 45 × 45 × 31 mesh grid were
obtained at each stroke position. Finally, the velocity fields were then post processed
using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
Figure 2.1: Experimental Setup (a) Schematics of the servo driven mechanical flapper
and the measurement volume of the V3V system. (b) Wing profile. (c) Measured
stroke and rotation angle (b) Wing stroke positions where the velocity field was
measured.
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The wing kinematics (Fig2.1(c)) was extracted from the raw images by recon-
structing the spatial locations of the wing profile using the MATLAB program. Its
repeatability was examined by ensemble-average of the raw images from 20 flapping
cycles at each wing stroke position, which showed an almost perfect overlap for the
wing profile at the same wing stroke position. Note that, in the experiment, a stopper
with a +45o range was used to limit the wing rotation. The wing plane was aligned
with the central plane of the stopper. The purpose of using the stoppers was to guar-
antee the rotation angle never exceeding 45o; and in fact, during the experiments,
the rotation angle did not reach 45O in any flapping cycle, which indicates that the
stoppers were actually not touched.
2.4 Results
In the current experiment, because the left and right wings showed similar flow
patterns, only the results of the left wing will be discussed. The basic vortical flow
structure is visualized by plotting isosurfaces of vorticity magnitude. At the end of
a stroke (wing stroke position 0, Fig.2.1(c)), two distinct vortex rings are observed
(Fig.2.2(a) and (b)) which are tilted and connected to each other (similar to the vortex
rings structure in Yu and Sun (2009)). In the far field, however, there are no distinct
ring structures; instead, two parallel shear layers (Fig.2.2(a) and (c)) with relatively
low vorticity magnitude are observed (but not discussed in Yu and Sun (2009)). As
will be shown later, although the development of shear layers is a highly unsteady
process with the periodically generated vortex rings in the near field, the shear layers
remain relatively stationary in space with small variation. To further illustrate the
distribution of vorticity, RGB colors were applied to represent the magnitude of the
three orthogonal vorticity components (| ωx | | ωy | | ωz |, Fig.2.2(b) and Fig.2.2(c));
a similar method was used in Cheng et al (2013). From Fig.2.2(b), it can be seen
that the Y vorticity (green) is mainly distributed along the wing span and in the
conjunction region of the two vortex rings, which corresponds to the leading-edge
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vortex (LEV) and shed vortices during stroke reversals (Birch and Dickinson 2003).
On the other hand, the vorticity closest to the wing tip/root arcs are dominated by Z
and X vorticity (blue and purple in figure 2(b)), corresponding to the wing tip and root
vortices (TVs and RVs). These vortices travel downward into the wake and evolve into
two parallel shear layers dominated by Z vorticity (blue, figure 2(c)). Conversely, the
strength of Y vorticity significantly decreased in the far field. From contour slices of
the plot in Fig.2.3(a), it can be seen that the two parallel shear layers have opposite
signs of Z vorticity (corresponding to TVs and RVs); in addition, a downward jet
passes through the centers of the linked vortex rings and extends downward between
the two shear layers (red isosurface, Fig.2.3(b)). The velocity vector field on two
perpendicular slices is shown in Fig.2.3(c). Note that in the near field, the jets
induced by the two vortex rings are oriented in different directions but in the far
field, the flow between the shear layers is approximately unidirectional (downward
and to the right, Fig.2.3(c)).
In the next section, the evolution of the vortical structure throughout the flapping
cycle is discussed. Fig.2.4 shows a time sequence of color-coded isosurfaces of vorticity
magnitude, together with two perpendicular slices showing Z and Y vorticity contours
and planar streamlines. The sequence starts at the onset of stroke reversal (stroke
position 0, Fig.2.4) when the two vortex rings have been formed (described above),
and the leading edge vortex (LEV) is clearly seen on the XZ slice. The wing then
rotates and changes stroke direction, and new vorticity is created along the leading
edge. As the wing continues to move, the LEV connects the vorticity shed at stroke
reversal through the wing tip and root vortices (wing stroke positions: 46), and then a
new vortex ring is formed as the half stroke is completed (stroke position 8). Notably,
in this half stroke (stroke positions 08), as the new vortex ring forms, the previous
vortex rings convect downward and begin to dissipate, especially for the Y vorticity
(Fig.2.4, XZ slice, stroke position 48). However, the Z vorticity remains strong in the
wake as the TV and RV merge into parallel shear layers in the far field (XY slices in
Fig.2.4).
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Figure 2.2: Isosurfaces of vorticity magnitude |ω| at wing stroke position #0. (a) Two
isosurfaces with |ω|= 4/s (yellow) and |ω|= 10/s (green). (b) The RGB color-coded
(red, ωx; green, ωy; blue ωz) isosurface (|ω|= 10/s) showing two linked vortex rings.
(c) The RGB color-coded isosurface (|ω|= 4/s) showing two parallel shear layers. Left
and right columns show the same isosurfaces at two different views
The next wing half stroke starts at position 8, and a new vortex ring begins to form
while the vortex ring from the previous stroke convects with the downwash. However,
unlike the preceding half stroke, the shed vortex ring remains intact without signif-
icant dissipation; and the two distinct connected vortex ring structures described
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Figure 2.3: Vorticity and velocity distribution at wing stroke position 0. (a) 2D slices
showing Z vorticity contour and streamlines at Z = -720 and -750 mm, and isosurface
of vorticity magnitude at with |ω|= 4/s. (b) Isosurface of velocity magnitude (red)
at 8.5 cm/s, which is enclosed by the isosurfaces of vorticity magnitudes at |ω|= 4/s
(yellow) and |ω|= 10/s (green). (c) Velocity vector field on the two perpendicular
slices Z = -740mm and Y= 45mm
previously are observed. Again, the difference in vortex structures between these two
half strokes is most likely due to the asymmetric AoA. The shed vortex ring desta-
bilizes when the wing is traveling with a large AoA(about 65o) and stays connected
when the wing is traveling with a smaller AoA (about 55o).
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Figure 2.4: Isosurfaces of vorticity magnitude (|ω|= 10/s) and vorticity contour plots
at 8 different stroke positions, which demonstrate the evolution of the vortex wake
structure. The contour plot of Z vorticity at X-Y plane (Z = -730 mm) shows the tip
vortex (TV) and root vortex (RV) as well as two shear layers in the far field. The
contour plot of Y vorticity at X-Z plane (Y= 45mm) shows the leading edge vortex
(LEV) and other vortices shed at stroke reversals.
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2.5 Conclusion and Discussion
By using the V3V technique, we presented here the first experimental results on
the near- and far-field vortex wake structure of flapping wings, while previous studies
were limited to the near field, using experimental visualization techniques (Birch
and Dickinson 2003, David et al 2012). The three-dimensional flow field obtained
from different stroke positions clearly elucidated the wake structure and its evolution
throughout a flapping cycle.
At completion of each half stroke, the vortex ring shed was inclined with respect
to the stroke plane. In the meanwhile, the inclined vortex rings tend to link to each
other at the stroke reversals (Fig.2.2) for the wing half stroke with smaller AoA
(915, figures 1(b) and (c)). For the wing half stroke with larger AoA (18, Fig.2.1(b)
and (c)), the previously shed vortex rings appear to break with a loss of Y vorticity
(Fig.2.4). However, despite the difference between the two successive strokes, the shed
vortex rings eventually evolve into two separate shear layers with dominant vorticity
convected from tip and root vortices (Fig.2.2). Therefore, the current result reveals a
more complicated wake structure compared with the idealized model of coaxial vortex
rings proposed in Ellington (Ellington 1978, 1984).
Collectively, the general vortex wake structure maintains a quite consistent form:
vortex rings in the near field and two shear layers in the far field. The vortex rings
are generated periodically from the wing while convecting downward into the far field
and become relatively steady shear layers consisting primarily of Z vorticity from tip
and root vortices. Concurrently, the jet downwash passes through the centers of the
vortex rings and extends downward between the two shear layers.
Although the development of the shear layers, which is characterized by the rapid
loss of Y vorticity and maintenance of Z vorticity in the wake, may need further
investigation, it is apparent that Y vorticity is associated with more complex vortex
shedding and interaction than Z vorticity which is continuously shed at the wing tip
and root. As shown in the contour plot of Y vorticity (Fig.2.4) during the stroke
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reversal, the LEV from the previous half stroke shed and merged with the starting
vortex (SV) of the next half stroke; this phenomenon was also found in the previous 2D
PIV results from Birch and Dickinson (2003). However, they also found a rotational
starting vortex (RSV) due to active wing rotation at stroke reversals, which was not
observed in the current study, possibly caused by the passive wing rotation.
While the current work revealed the three-dimensional wake structure of a flap-
ping wing, it is important in future works to investigate how it varies with Reynolds
number, wing morphological and kinematic parameters. For example, in a parallel
study using V3V volumetric visualization (in preparation), we found a flapping wing
with different wing shape, stroke amplitude (130), and the Reynolds number (2200)
created similar shear layers’ structure, suggesting it might be a common feature in the
wake of flapping wings, at least within certain range of morphological and kinematic
parameters. Nevertheless, systematic studies quantifying the effect of these param-
eters on both near and far field are still crucial and needed to the understanding of
both dynamical (Altshuler et al 2009, Su et al 2012) and biological (Sane 2006, Sane
and Jacobson 2006) processes of flying animals.
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3. AERODYNAMICS OF DYNAMIC WING FLEXION IN TRANSLATING
WINGS
Published on Exp in fluids 2015 (First Author: Yun Liu)
3.1 Chapter Abstract
We conducted a systematic experimental study to investigate the aerodynamic
effects of active trailing-edge flexion on a high-aspect-ratio wing translating from rest
at a high angle of attack. We varied the timing and speed of the trailing-edge flexion
and measured the resulting aerodynamic effects using a combination of direct force
measurements and two-dimensional PIV flow measurements. The results indicated
that the force and flow characteristics depend strongly on the timing of flexion, but
relatively weakly on its speed. This is because the force and vortical flow structure
are more sensitive to the timing of flexion relative to the shedding of starting vortex
and leading-edge vortex. When the trailing-edge flexion occurred slightly before the
starting vortex was shed, the lift production was greatly improved with the instanta-
neous peak lift increased by 54% and averaged lift increasing by 21% compared with
the pre-flexed case where the trailing-edge flexed before wing translation. However,
when the trailing-edge flexed during or slightly after the leading-edge vortex shed-
ding, the lift was significantly reduced by the disturbed development of leading-edge
vortex. The force measurement results also imply that the trailing-edge flexion prior
to wing translation does not augment lift but increases drag, thus resulting in a lower
liftdrag ratio as compared to the case of flat wing.
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3.2 Introduction
Flying animals in nature have greatly inspired the development of modern aviation
technology over the past century. Originally inspired by soaring birds, the pioneers
in aviation successfully invented gliders, thus making us capable of flight (Valasek
2012). Even to the early aviators, the significance of wing camber in aircraft flight
control was evident. Indeed, wing camber was a crucial control element allowing
the longitudinal, lateral and directional control on the Wright brothers glider over a
century ago (Valasek 2012). Since then, the aerodynamic effect of wing camber has
undergone extensive experimental and theoretical investigation (Batchelor 1967;Perry
and Mueller 1987). Modern aircrafts require active control of wing camber by means
of flap and slat deflection for a variety of maneuvers including landing and take-
off. In recent decades, with the advancement of novel actuators and materials, the
concept of morphing wings with smoothly varying camber was proposed, aiming to
further improve the aerodynamic performance of modern aircrafts (Bilgen et al 2010;
Santhanakrishnan et al. 2005; Gupta and Ippolito 2012).
Wing camber and trailing-edge flexion are also ubiquitous in the animals such as
bats, birds and insects who use flapping wings for flight (Wolf et al 2010; Norberg 1976;
Ennos 1987). In recent decades, flying animals have greatly inspired the development
of flapping-wing micro-air vehicles (MAV) with superior flight maneuverability and
hovering ability (Deng et al 2006; Ma et al 2013). In bats, active wing camber
(produced by the articulated finger bones) is continually altered across the wingspan,
during wing beat cycles, and at different flying speeds (Wolf et al 2010) which may
lead to different flow features in the far wake of the forward flying bats (Johansson et
al. 2008). Thus, bats may use their articulated fingers and arms to actively control
the wing camber in order to adjust their aerodynamic performance at different flying
speeds (Wolf et al 2010). In contrast to bats, insect wings are passive structures
with no intrinsic muscles and are only driven by sets of muscles in the thoraxes from
the wing roots. Previously, we showed that the dynamics of the passive trailing-edge
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flexion is intimately connected to the strength of the leading-edge vorticity (Zhao
et al.2009, 2011). In those experiments, the wing camber was passively obtained in
wings of varying flexural stiffness. Therefore, unlike the bat wings, time-varying wing
camber of the insect wings is mainly obtained from passive fluidstructure interactions
coupled with the inertia effects (Valasek 2012; Walker et al 2010). One exception,
however, is alula, a unique hinged flap structure found at the wing base of most
hoverflies, as it can be actuated via the third axillary sclerite to actively change the
wing camber (similar to the flap mechanism on the modern aircraft) at the wing base
during the transient phase (Walker et al 2012).
Although we know much about the effect of active camber and flexion in fixed
wings, there are many unsolved questions about their role in flapping wings, especially
in context of the unsteady aerodynamics of the flapping wings. Wings flapping at high
angles of attack are subject to highly unsteady and three-dimensional (3D) flows (Yu
and Sun 2009) making it particularly difficult to delineate the effects of wing flexion.
To simplify our study, we therefore used a high-aspect-ratio translating wing with
trailing-edge flap to minimize the 3D flow effects observed in flapping or revolving
wings and simulate the transient flexion in flapping wings. Many previous studies
have used translating 2D wings as a first step toward understanding 3D flows. For
example, Dickinson and Gotz (1993) studied the impulsively started translating wing
with large aspect ratio in order to investigate the unsteady aerodynamics of flapping
wing. A similar experimental setup was used in the studies of wingwake interactions
(Lua et al. 2008,2011). Panah and Buchholz (2014) investigated a 2D plunging plate
in a water tunnel by varying the plunging amplitude and frequency. Moreover, based
on potential flow theory and NS equations, simulations of 2D accelerating wings were
performed to study the basic effects of unsteady wing motion (Pulling and Wang
2004; Chen et al. 2010; Xia and Mohseni 2013).
Along these lines, we used a wing model with high aspect ratio which started
impulsively from rest to partially simulate the unsteady wing motion of the flapping
wing. The trailing edge of this wing was equipped with a hinged flap that could be
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actuated independently from the wing movement. Using this apparatus, we investi-
gated how different active flexion kinematics influenced the forces and flows around
the translating wing, specifically focusing on the effects of flexion timing and speed.
3.3 Experimental setup and Procedure
The experiment was conducted in an oil tank (61× 61× 305cm, width height
length) filled with mineral oil (Kinematic viscosity = 20 cSt at 20oC, density =
840 kg/m3). A transparent wing model made from plexiglass was installed vertically
onto the linear stage through an aluminum frame. To minimize the spanwise flow
and free surface effect, another plexiglass plate with a 20-mm-wide slot in the middle
was used as an end wall to the wing tip on the top. The bottom wall of the tank was
used as the end wall for the other wing tip. The gaps between the wing tips and end
walls were between 2 and 4 mm (Fig.3. 1 a).
A six-component force/torque sensor (Nano 17, ATI Ind. Automation, NC, USA
SI-25-0.25 calibration) was mounted on the aluminum frame above the end-wall plate
and connected to the tip of the wing model. The instantaneous force acting on the
wing was measured at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. We used a planar 2D PIV system
(TSI, Inc, Shoreview, MN) to measure the crosswise velocity field at the half-wingspan
section. A pulsed Nd:YAG laser illuminated the measured plane which was seeded
with air bubbles in mineral oil (average size of 20 to 50 microns; similar methods have
been used in Birch and Dickinson 2001 and Cheng et al 2013). A 45o slanted front
reflective mirror was installed underneath the tank to reflect the particle images onto
the camera, taking images at ten frames per second and 1024× 1024 resolution. To
ensure the wing is always in the view of the camera, the camera was attached onto
the aluminum frame and allowed to move smoothly along with the wing model using
four bearing wheels(Fig.3.1 a).
The wing model had a rectangular planform (50mm× 496mm; aspect-ratio: 9.9)
with a thickness of 4 mm (Fig.3.1b). It consisted of two wing sections of same chord
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length and separated along the wingspan. The two wing sections were connected
by two hinges at both wing tips (plastic tape was used to prevent the flow from
going through the gap between the two wing sections). The wing model was bluntly
rounded at leading edge and sharply tapered at the trailing edge. A micro digital
servo HS-65 (Hitec, Poway, CA) was attached onto the wing section with the leading
edge, while the section with trailing edge was driven by the output arm of the servo
(the trailing-edge flexion angle is equal to the rotating angle of the servo; Fig.3.1c).
We used an Arduino microcontroller to drive the servo which accurately controlled the
trailing edge flexion timing and speed. The wing model and camera were controlled
to translate along the linear stage using a step motor (Applied Motion Products Inc,
CA) with a fine resolution of 1.8o/Step. The velocity control and data acquisition
were accomplished using Q8 Quanser DATA acquisition system (Quanser Consulting
Inc, Markham, Canada) and MATLAB/Simulink with WinCon software.
tspan 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1
Utr 0.087 0.058 0.035 0.025 0.19 1.16
Table 3.1: Flexion duration versus trailing-edge velocity magnitude due to flexion
In this study, we investigated the effects of timing and speed of flexion with respect
to a single wing translation kinematic profile. Specifically, the wing started translat-
ing at t = 0 s with the angle between the leading-edge section and translating direction
fixed at 40+1o. After 0.4 s of constant acceleration phase, the wing reached its final
velocity of 0.1 m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number of 250. Wing translation
lasted for 4 s, and the total travel distance was 7.6 chords length. The repeatability
of the wing translation kinematics was confirmed using a high-speed camera (Fastec
Trouble Shooter, FASTEC IMAGING CORPORATION, CA), measuring the dis-
tance wing had traveled in multiple runs. Wing flexion angle was designed as a linear
function of time and eventually reached a fixed value of 40o (Fig.3.1c, d). The wing
started deflecting at t= tdelay which represented the time delay between the onset of
wing translation and flexion. The time duration required for flexion was denoted by
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of the experimental setup and wing kinematics. (a) Experi-
mental setup.(b) Wing model. Two wing sections of same chord length were connected
by two hinges. (c) Wing cross section with bluntly rounded leading edge and sharply
taped trailing edge. A red rectangular region was used to calculate the circulation
around the wing. (d) Wing starts to translate at t = 0 s and accelerates to the final
velocity of 0.1m/s within 0.4 s. Wing starts the flap deflection at t = tdelay s and
deflect to a fixed angle of 40o within tspan s; tdelay controls the deflection timing and
tspan controls the deflection speed.
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tspan(Fig.3.1 d). Thus by simply varying tdelay and tspan, we could systematically vary
both the timing and speed of the flexion. We explored a total of 105 study cases
which included 15 sets of flexion timings combined with 7 sets of flexion speeds (tdelay
varied from -0.4 s to 1.4 s and tspan varied from 0.2 s to 1.3 s. Since the flexion angle
is fixed at 40o, the flexion speed was inversely related to the tspan . The corresponding
trailing edge velocities Utr due to flexion are given by Table.3.1). We measured forces
for all the study cases, but conducted PIV measurements on a selected group of 30
cases. Three runs of experiments were performed for each force and flow measurement
to provide ensemble-averaged data. The force measurement started from t = 1 s to
t = 4 s. The flow measurement started from t = 0.5 s to t = 3.5 s. Between two
successive runs, there was 23-min waiting time which was verified by both flow and
force measurements to be sufficiently long to avoid noticeable wake effect. In fact, an
approximate 3-min waiting time was also used in a similar study (Lua et al 2011).
The measured force was low-pass-filtered with a cutoff frequency of 170 Hz. The
inertia force due to the active trailing-edge flexion was measured in the air (without
translation), and the inertia force due to wing translation was estimated based on
the measured wing translating kinematics from the high-speed camera. Finally, the
aerodynamic force was obtained by subtracting all the inertial force components from
the total measured force. An interrogation window size of 32× 32 pixels with a 50%
overlap was utilized to process the particle images. With a calibration factor of 145.5
m per pixels, the spatial resolution then was 4.65mm × 4.65mm (about 0.093 chord
length). The uncertainty of the vorticity field only depended on the uncertainty of
the 2D PIV measurement and was not affected by the small relative motion between
camera and wing model (the relative motion only introduced a uniform displacement
field, and the operation of curl will remove this effect). Collectively, we estimated
an uncertainty of 3% for the force measurements and 4% for the measurements of
vorticity.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
We first analyze the force trace and flow pattern of the flat wing as a reference
case. Similar to the flow around a bluff body, the flow around flat wing can be
described by a starting vortex shed in the beginning followed by alternative vortices
developing and shedding afterward (Dickinson and Gotz 1993). In supplementary
material 1, Q method (Jeong and Hussain 1995) was implemented to identify the
vortex structure in the flat wing with the contour of Q = 8, indicating the boundary
of vortices (different Q values were tested, and it was found that the result with Q =
8 can best present the flow feature in flat wing). In the supplementary material 1, the
green loop indicates the boundary of leading-edge vortex (LEV) and its corresponding
free vortex; the red loop presents the boundary of trailing-edge vortex (TEV) and
its corresponding starting vortex (SV). The circulation magnitude was calculated on
the red and green loops accordingly by integrating the vorticity inside the loops.
Fig.3.2 gives the plots of circulation magnitude on the vortices. Before the shedding
of the vortex (TEV or LEV), vorticity is continuously generated and accumulating,
leading to a continuous increase in circulation magnitude. After the shedding, the
circulation magnitude of vortex stops growing. Notably, the circulation magnitude of
TEV/SV stops growing at t = 0.5 s, and then its value stays at around 0.002m2/s.
The circulation magnitude of LEV, however, presents a more complex behavior with
its value that stops growing at t = 1.1 s and then followed by a significant fluctuation.
According to supplementary material 1, the LEV starts to shed at 1.1 s and the just
shed free vortex reconnects to the leading edge at 1.4 s and finally shed completely at
1.5 s, leading to the fluctuation on the circulation magnitude of LEV. Consequently,
by studying the development of circulation magnitude of vortices, we found that the
TEV began to shed at t = 0.5 s and forming a SV, while the first LEV began to shed
at t = 1.1 s.
As will be shown later, the effect of active flexion depends strongly on its timing
relative to SV and LEV shedding in flat wing. Hence, we chose the timing of the
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Figure 3.2: Circulation magnitude of leading edge vortex and its corresponding free
vortex as well as the trailing edge vortex and its corresponding stating vortex during
the onset of wing translation. Trailing edge vortex stops growing and begins to shed
at t= 0.5 s (red curve); Leading edge vortex stops growing and starts to shed at t
1.1 s (green curve).
SV shedding (T = 0.5 s) as the characteristic time length to normalize tdelay. The
variables t and tspan were also normalized by T = 0.5 s which is the time for the wing
to travel one chord length at the final velocity of 0.1 m/s. These three normalized
variables were denoted by superscript * (Eqn 5.1). As a result, tdelay
∗ = 1 indicates
that wing starts to deflect at the moment of SV shedding; and tdelay
∗= 2.2 indicates
that wing starts to deflect at the moment of the first LEV shedding. It is also worth
noting that, because the deflection angle is fixed, tspan
∗ actually represents the ratio
between the wing translation velocity (0.1m/s) and the trailing edge velocity due
to flexion. In addition, the aerodynamic forces were normalized by using the final
velocity of wing translation(Uo=0.1 m/s) and chord length on the flat wing (Co=50















The instantaneous lift and drag forces for 15 different flexion timings are shown
in Figs.3.3 and 4, respectively. The black solid curves represent the force on the
flat wing, whereas the colored curves represent the force on the flexed wing with
varying flexion speeds (speed increases as tspan
∗ decreases).As expected, before the
wing flexion (timing of the flexion is indicated by upward black arrow in Figs.3.3,4),
all the colored curves overlap with the black ones of the flat wing. However, after the
wing flexion, the force evolution is sensitive to both flexion timing and speed.
When tdelay
∗ is negative (−0.8 < tdelay∗ < −0.2 , Fig.3.3a-c), the wing flexes before
the onset of translation. Compared with the flat wing, the advanced flexion does not
have a significant effect on the time course of the lift except at the initial transients
(flexion causing a force oscillation before onset of the wing translation). Note that,
the slowest flexion causes a slight increase in lift at onset of wing translation, but the
subsequent lift course is mostly unaffected by the flexion speed. There is, however, a
significant increase in drag after flexion(Fig.3.4a-c), compared to the flat wing, as the
drag peak rises from 2.9 to 5.2 (tdelay
∗ = - 0.8); and the overall drag on the deflected
wing is substantially higher than that of the flat wing in the range of 3 < t∗ < 8.
While the wing flexes between the onset of wing translation and the SV shedding
( 0 < tdelay
∗ < 1.0 , Fig.3.3d-g; Fig.3. 4d-g); active wing flexion lead to significant
augmentations on both lift and drag at t*=0.8. In particular, when wing flexes with
the highest speed slightly prior to SV shedding (tdelay
∗ = 0.4; tspan
∗ = 0.4), the lift
and drag coefficients reach the maximum value observed in all trails. Compared to
the case when the wing flexes before it starts (tdelay
∗ = - 0.8), both the lift and drag
peaks increase by about 54% when tdelay
∗ = 0.4; tspan
∗ = 0.4. For the cases of high
flexion speeds (tspan
∗= 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4), the lift traces after the peak are mostly
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Figure 3.3: Instantaneous lift coefficient versus normalized time; Lift coefficient curves
under the same deflection timing are plotted together in the same group (a-o). Black
arrows indicate the instant when the wing starts to deflect. Black curves are the lift
coefficient on the non-deflected flat wing while the other color coded curves present
the lift coefficient on the wing with different deflection speeds.
unaffected and similar to those in Fig.3.3 a-c. As flexion speed decreases (tspan
∗= 1.8,
2.2, 2.6, 3.0), the lift peak in the range of 5 < t∗ < 8 is both reduced and delayed.
In Fig.3.3j-m, as the timing of wing flexion approaching the LEV shedding, the
force augmentation due to flexion is reduced with the lift courses within 5 < t∗ < 8
significantly weakened for the case with high flexion speeds (tspan
∗ = 0.4, 0.6) while
those with low flexion speed have little changes. Finally, in Fig.3.3n-o, when the wing
flexion timing increases and beyond the timing of LEV shedding (tdelay
∗ > 2.2 ), the
lift courses within 5 < t∗ < 8 start to increase and recover.
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Figure 3.4: Instantaneous drag coefficient versus normalized time.
3.4.2 Average Force
In the last section, we showed how instantaneous force depend on active wing
flexion with variable timings and speed. In this section, the effect of active flexion
averaged over a specific time interval of interests will be illustrated by looking at the
contours of averaged forces as functions of flexion timing (tdelay
∗) and speed (tspan
∗).
The difference of average forces between flexed and flat wings, over an interval
of ∆t∗ = 3.0 after onset of wing flexion, is plotted in Fig.3.5 a and b. Note that,
∆t∗ = 3.0 corresponds to the maximum value of deflection duration (tspan
∗). Con-
spicuously, lift is significantly increased (over 0.55) when the wing flexes prior to the
shedding of SV (0.2 < tdelay
∗ < 1) with high speed (0.4 < tspan
∗ < 1.4 ). However,
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early or late flexion (tdelay
∗ < 1or tdelay
∗ > 2 results in limited increase of average lift
coefficient (less than 0.2) but considerable increase of averaged drag coefficient (larger
than 0.6). Also in these regions, higher flexion speeds lead to a lower averaged lift in-
crease; by contrast, when flexion occurs before the shedding of SV (0.2 < tdelay
∗ < 1),
greater speed of flexion leads to higher average lift increase (Fig.3.5 a). On the other
hand, drag increases with higher flexion speed for most cases investigated (Fig.3.5 b).
In addition, contour plots of the average lift, drag coefficient (over −0.8 < t∗ < 8)
and average lift-drag ratio are shown in Fig.3.5 c- e (In Fig.3.5 c, d, the lift and drag
coefficients on flat wing were set as the lowest value in the color bar, and average
liftdrag ratio on flat wing was set as the highest value in color bar in Fig.3.5 e,
therefore, the average force on flexed wing can be compared with the force on the
flat wing quantitatively). Similar to the average lift over Mt* = 3.0 immediately after
the flexion, in the region where the wing flexes prior to the shedding of SV with
high speed, the average lift reaches relatively high values (about 1.55). However, the
average lift decreases significantly when flexion is delayed (in the region highlighted
by the green loop, Fig.3.5c), with a minimum value about 1.28. The results also show
that the average drag tends to be high when wing flexes before the shedding of SV,
and reaches its maximum around the point tdelay
∗ = 0.4 and tspan
∗ =1.0 (Fig.3.5d).
The average liftdrag ratio almost monotonically increases with increasing tdelay
∗ and
tspan
∗, where slower and delayed flexion results in higher liftdrag ratio and the value
of average liftdrag ratio of flexed wing is always lower than that of the flat wing
(Fig.3.5e) regardless of the timing and speed of the flexion applied.
The lift-drag ratio results presented above can be at least partially explained from
a geometric point of view (Fig.3.5f). Specifically, for a rigid flat wing translating at a
high angle of attack, the net force vector is approximately normal to the wing surface
because the viscous force is negligible compared to the pressure force (Sane 2003).
Therefore, the liftdrag ratio is simply proportional to cotangent of angle of attack,
which decreases with the angle of attack. In the current experiments, the active
flexion increased the effective angle of attack, thus resulting in a lower liftdrag ratio
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Figure 3.5: Contour plots of average force as functions of tdelay
∗ and tspan
∗. Green
squares present the sampling points for force measurement. (a) Increase on average
lift coefficient over tdelay
∗ < t∗ < tdelay
∗ + 3.0. (b) Increase on average drag coefficient
tdelay
∗ < t∗ < tdelay
∗ + 3.0. (c) Average lift coefficient over −0.8 < t∗ < 8. Black
circles present the sampling points for flow measurement. (d) Average drag coefficient
over −0.8 < t∗ < 8. (e) Average lift-drag ratio over −0.8 < t∗ < 8. (f) Geometry
effect of flap deflection on the lift-drag ratio.
if it occurs earlier or faster. Therefore, our results indicate that although active wing
flexion is able to substantially improve both transient and averaged lift production,
it is undesirable for improving liftdrag ratios due to much higher drag production. In
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the next section, we will show that the contour plots of the average lift introduced in
this section can be categorized into four different regions that are closely related to
the flow patterns captured from PIV experiments.
3.4.3 Flow patterns and Circulation
We conducted flow measurements on selected flexion cases (black circles in Fig.3.5c)
and observed four types of flow patterns (all the flow measurement results are shown
in supplementary material 2). These flow patterns show strong correlation with four
different regions (I, II, III and IV) in the contour plots of average lift.
Figure 3.6: A typical flow in region I at tdelay
∗ = −0.8 and tspan∗ = 0.4 where the wing
deflects before the wing starts with a high deflection speed. (a-l) Contour plots of
vorticity. Black parts present wings cross section; Red arrows give the instantaneous
net forces; Blue arrows show the translational velocity on the wing. (g) Negative
vorticity was induced closed to hinge. (i) Induced negative vorticity feeds into LEV.
(j-l) LEV is promoted by feeding the induced negative vorticity into LEV. (m) Region
I highlighted by yellow loop. Red circle and arrow indicate where current contour
plots of vorticity were measured.
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Fig.3.6a-l shows the typical flow pattern in the region I (highlighted by the yellow
loop, Fig.3.6 m), which corresponds to wing flexion prior to the translation with high
flexion speed tspan
∗ < 1.0 ), and results in a low averaged lift. In this region, although
the fast flexion disturbed the flow, its effect decayed very quickly before the onset of
wing translation, and results in a low averaged lift. In this region, although the fast
flexion disturbed the flow, its effect decayed very quickly before the onset of wing
translation, and hence the wing may be considered to have started with a preset
flexion angle (the flow in this case is very similar to the flow on the pre-flexed wing;
the similarity can be seen later in the circulation plots in Fig.3.10). It can be seen
that SV begins to shed at t* = 1, and then the flow is dominated by the alternate
vortex shedding. Interestingly, the trailing-edge vortex with positive vorticity induces
a small amount of negative vorticity close to the flexion hinge which then feeds into
the leading-edge vortex and enhances its strength in its future development (Fig.3.6
g-l).
Region II (enclosed by a red loop, Fig.3.7 m) corresponds to high average lift
coefficients, where the wing flexes after the onset of wing translation but before the SV
shedding, a typical flow pattern of which is shown in Fig.3.7 a-l. The result suggests
that the trailing-edge vorticity due to wing flexion feeds into the SV and considerably
enhances its strength (Fig.3.7b-d, It will also be confirmed later in Fig.3.12 where
the circulation of SV was calculated) so as the strength of LEV because the overall
circulation should keep zero (Wu 1981). Similarly, the induced negative vorticity next
to the hinge also feeds into the LEV in this region.
In the region III (enclosed by blue loop,Fig.3.8 m), the wing flexes after the SV
shedding but before the LEV shedding(1.0 < tdelay
∗ < 2.0) with high flexion speed(tspan
∗ < 0.8
). In this region, instead of a single trailing-edge vortex (SV) shedding into the wake,
an additional trailing-edge vortex was created due to wing flexion, and two distinct
vortices were observed(Fig.3.8 f). It is worth noting that this flow pattern depends
on both the flexion timing (tdelay
∗) and flexion speed (tspan
∗). For example, with a
slower flexion speed of tspan
∗ = 1.4, no secondary trailing-edge vortex can be observed
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Figure 3.7: A typical flow in region II at tdelay
∗ = 0.4 and tspan
∗ = 0.4 (b) SV was
enhanced by flap deflection and the net force had a significant increase. (h) Induced
negative vorticity was feed into the LEV. (m) Region II with high average lift, high-
lighted by red loop.
despite that the flexion timing is in an appropriate range (tdelay
∗=1.2). As a result,
the flow pattern with two successive trailing-edge vortices is only restricted in the
limited region III inside the blue loop.
Finally, region IV corresponds to the lowest average lift (highlighted by green loop,
Fig.3.9 m), and its flow pattern is showed in Fig.3.9a-l. In this region, the flap flexes
during or slightly after the LEV shedding, causing simultaneous shedding of the TEV
and LEV (Fig.3.9e-h).As a result, these two vortices with negative and positive vor-
ticity undergo strong interaction with each other. The LEV is therefore substantially
affected and reduces into a large amount of negative vortical flow connected to the
leading edge and unable to shed completely for a long period of time (Fig.3.9i-l; the
vortical flow connects to the leading edge until t*=7.2 while in region III the vortical
flow connects to the leading edge until t*=4.4). Furthermore, the formation of next
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Figure 3.8: A typical flow in region III at tdelay
∗ = 1.4and tdelay
∗ = 0.8 (d) Another
TEV was created by deflection beside SV. (j) Induced negative vorticity feeds into
LEV.
LEV is significantly affected and no considerable LEV is produced on the wing in a
long period of time (t∗ = 4.8 6.4), possibly leading to the low lift in region IV.
To further demonstrate the differences of the flow patterns in those four regions
and confirm the categorized flow patterns, the circulations on all the selected flexion
cases were calculated within a rectangular region surrounding the wing (1.4C × 1.6C
in Fig.3.1 (c)) (the calculated region was large enough to cover all the major flow
features close to the wing). We also calculated the circulation values of the flat wing
and pre-flexed wing as the references. These results are summarized in Fig.3.10
As expected, the circulation plots exhibit four different types of behavior. In region
I where the flap flexes before the wing starts with high flexion speed (Fig.3.10a), tthe
circulation curves on those four flow measurement points (black circles in yellow loop
in Fig.3.9m) show very little difference and overlap with the circulation on the pre-
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Figure 3.9: A typical flow in region IV at tdelay
∗ = 2.4 and tspan
∗ = 0.4 (e) TEV
created by deflection interacted with LEV pronouncedly. (g-i) LEV shedding was
disturbed, delaying the generation of next LEV. (m) Region IV with significantly
reduced averaged lift, highlighted by green loop.
flexed wing. This is also consistent with our previous observation that the flow in
region I is similar to the flow on the pre-flexed wing. In Fig.3.10b, the circulations
on the measured points in region II are plotted. In the range of 2 < t∗ < 4, the
flow close to the wing is dominated by intense negative vortical flow which can be
inferred to be the strong leading-edge vortex due to the shedding of enhanced SVs
in Fig.3.7 (the overall circulation of the entire flow is zero (Wu 1981)). Fig.3.10c
shows the circulation curves in region III where the flexion occurs between the SV
and LEV shedding. The circulation in this region experiences a secondary drop in
the range of 2 < t∗ < 4 due to the shedding of second TEV (see Fig.3.8). Finally,
Fig.3.10d presents the circulation curves in the region IV. Here, the overlapped region
of circulation curves between the flexed and flat wing cases extends, and the secondary
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Figure 3.10: Circulation versus normalized time. Circulation curves in the same
region have similar behavior. (a) Circulation curves in region I overlap with each
other and are closed to the circulation on the pre-deflected wing (black dash curve).
(b) Circulation curves in region II have pronounced negative circulation in the range
of 2 < t∗ < 4. (c) Circulation curves in region III have abrupt drops in the range
of 2 < t∗ < 4. (d) Circulation curves in region IV experience mild increase over
4 < t∗ < 6 and limited decrease over 6 < t∗ < 7.
circulation drop in region III is not observed in region IV. Instead, owing to the strong
interaction between the TEV and LEV (Fig.3.9), circulation mildly increases in the
range of 4 < t∗ < 6 and decreases in the range of 6 < t∗ < 7. In particular, for the
case of tdelay
∗ = 2.0 tspan
∗ = 0.4 (the blue curve in Fig.3.10d) where the flexion occurs
close to the LEV shedding, the circulation has the slowest increase with no decrease
observed afterward. In summary, the comparison of the circulations from the flow
measurement further confirms the categorization of the four types of flow patterns.
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3.4.4 Vortex strength and lift peak
In the beginning of this section, the flow on the flat wing was analyzed by cal-
culating the circulation magnitude of LEV and TEV/SV to determine the timing
of vortex shedding. Here, to investigate the wing flexion effect on the vortices, the
same method of circulation calculation was applied to study the behavior of LEV
and TEV/SV under different wing flexion timings. Fig.3.11a and b give the plots of
circulation magnitude of the LEV and its corresponding shedded free vortex on the
selected cases with the fastest flexion speed but different flexion timings. As com-
pared to the flat wing, wing flexion enhances the LEV if wing flexion happens before
the SV shedding (tdelay
∗ < 1.0, Fig.3.11a )However, if the wing flexion happens after
the SV shedding or during the LEV shedding (tdelay
∗ > 1.0, Fig.3.11b ), the strength
of LEV and its corresponding free vortex is greatly disturbed and weakened. The
circulation magnitude of the TEV/SV is plotted in Fig.3.11c and d. Compared to
the circulation of LEV, the circulation of TEV/SV is more sensitive to the flexion
timing change. In general, wing flexion cannot affect SV if SV has already shed from
the wing(tdelay
∗ > 1.0, Fig.3.11 d) and the circulation of SV is close to the circula-
tion of SV on the flat wing (black curve). In Fig.3.11 c,when 0 < tdelay
∗ < 1.0, the
circulations of the SVs have the largest values. Especially, when tdelay
∗ = 0.4 , the
SV strength is maximized as the vorticity due to flexion is able to completely feed
into the starting vortex and the highest lift force was observed in the same region. In
fact, correlation between the lift production and starting vortex shedding has been
previously pointed out by Wagner (1925). Here in Fig.3.12, the relation between the
SV strength and lift force is explored by calculating the normalized circulation of SVs
and comparing them with the maximum lift coefficient in the range of −2 < t∗ < 1
(where the SV shedding takes effect) on the selected cases with the maximum flexion
speed but varying flexion timings (−0.8 < tdelay∗ < 2.8 ;tspan∗ = 0.4). The circulation
of SVs was calculated at t∗ = 1.8 where the wing has translated for 1.44 chord length
and the SVs have already completely shed from the wing. Finally, the calculated
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circulation value is normalized by the circulation of SV on the flat wing at t∗ = 1.8
. The results indicate that the circulation of the starting vortex (black curve) and
the maximum lift coefficient (red curve) have strong correlation as they varying with
the flexion timing. Both the starting vortex circulation and lift peak reached high
values in the range of 0 < tdelay
∗ < 0.4.The lift peak reached its maximum of 5.7 at
tdelay
∗ = 0.4 when the SV is the strongest which is reasonable because a strong SV
leads to a strong negative vortical flow around the wing to keep a zero circulation on
the entire flow and therefore might introduce a strong circulatory lift force. When
tdelay
∗ > 1.0 , the vorticity due to flexion lags behind the SV, and the normalized
circulation drops to about 1 (the strength of SV in the flat wing), while the lift peak
remains unaffected by the flexion and staying around 2.9 (At tdelay
∗ = 1.0, the nor-
malized circulation of SV drops sharply to about 0.5. This is because the trailing
edge vortex due to wing flexion and SV are so close, thereby introducing a strong
interaction between two vortices and finally reducing the strength of SV).
Nonetheless, here we only discussed the lift augmentation due to SV shedding.
In fact, in addition to the SV, the added mass effect and other flow feature (like
LEV) would also affect the lift generation (Xia and Mohseni 2013). At a low angle of
attack of 15o, Pitt-Ford and Babinsky (2013) studied a translating flat plate which
accelerated from the rest by using potential flow theory with the trajectories and
strength of vortices measured through PIV as inputs. It was found that the bound
circulation derived from Kelvins circulation theorem provides the best match between
modeling and flow measurements during the onset of wing translation. The lift force
was finally estimated from superimposing Wagner lift and the non-circulatory force
and provided a good prediction as comparing with the measured force. However, the
same method cannot be applied to current work where re-attached flow assumption
already failed at high angle of attack. Therefore, to fully understand and explain the
lift generation on the dynamic flexing wings, analysis on the added mass effect as well
as the time resolved overall flow features are needed in the future work.
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Figure 3.11: Circulation magnitude of vortices on the deflected wings with the highest
flexion speed (tspan
∗ = 0.4) but different flexion timings (−1 < tdelay∗ < 2.8)) versus
normalized time. (a), (c) Circulation magnitude of LEVs/its corresponding free vor-
tices and TEVs/SVs when wing flexion happens before SV shedding (b), (d) Circu-
lation magnitude of vortices when wing flexion happens after SV shedding
3.5 Concluding remarks
In this paper, the effects of timing and speed of active wing flexion were studied
systematically using force and DPIV measurements. The results show that significant
improvement on force performance can be achieved by a proper design of wing flexion
kinematics relative to the vortex shedding events. In particular, when the wing flexes
slightly before the SV shedding with relatively fast speed, the wing produces the
maximum lift. However, if the wing flexes during or slightly after the LEV shedding,
the lift is substantially reduced and close to that of the flat wing.
It is also shown that by flexing the wing within a certain range of timing at
moderate speed, the vortex shedding on the wing changes dramatically and leads to
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between starting vortex strength (Normalized by circulation
of SV in flat wing) and its corresponding maximum lift coefficient (in the range of
−2 < t∗ < 1) for the cases with highest deflection speed (tspan∗ = 0.4) but different
deflection timings (−1 < tdelay∗ < 2.8).
four different patterns which can be directly related to four regions in the average
lift contour plot (Fig.3.12). First, when the wing flexes before SV shedding, SV is
enhanced by the flexion and a large lift force is observed. Especially, the highest
instantaneous lift is produced when the strength of SV reaches the highest value.
Second, when the wing flexes between the shedding of SV and LEV, a second TEV
is shed in addition to the SV and a moderate average lift is observed. Third, when
the wing flexes during or slightly after LEV shedding, it affects the shedding of LEV
and delays its development, resulting in a low average lift due to the reduced LEV
strength. Fourth, when the wing flexes before the onset of translation at a rapid rate,
a low average lift is observed as the force and flow structures are similar to those
of the pre-flexed wing.Johansson et al. 2008 studied Pallas long-tongued bats in a
wind tunnel under different free stream velocities. Strikingly, Johansson observed a
distinctive vortex pattern in the wake of Pallas long-tongued bats flying in a wind
tunnel, which contained two consecutive TEVs at a low free stream velocity of 2
m/s. In the current study, the same flow phenomenon is found in the region III
(Fig.3.13) where both relative high lift (around 1.5) and liftdrag ratio (around 0.7)
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Figure 3.13: A summary of active flexion effects on the flow and lift force. (a) Flow
on non-deflected flat wing is simply dominated by a starting vortex in the beginning
and alternative vortices shedding afterward. (b) By adjust the active flexion timing
respected to the timings of vortices shedding (with moderate flexion speed) four types
of flow pattern can be produced (c) Four average lift regions can be closely related to
the four different flow patterns.
can be achieved, implying the slow flying bat might have optimized lift performance
and efficiency by producing a two consecutive TEVs structure in its wake.
To extend our results to real flapping-wing case, the pronounced wingwake in-
teraction during the stroke reversal (Lua et al. 2011) must be taken into account
along with the effect of varying angles of attack throughout the stroke. Furthermore,
in 3D flapping wings, because the tip and root vortices may play a critical role in
defining the flow structure (Cheng et al 2014; Liu et al 2013), the study of active
wing morphing may do well to consider both the 3D and unsteady effects.
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4. CONVENTIONAL FLOW VISUALIZATIONS ON MECHANICAL FLAPPERS
4.1 An Application of Smoke Wire Visualization on a Hovering Insect
Wing
Published in Journal of Visualization 2013 (First Author: Yun Liu)
4.1.1 Introduction
Insects are able to achieve a highly stable but maneuverable flight due to their
distinct form of locomotion (Fry et al. 2003; Hedrick et al. 2009). They flap their
wings back and forth at large angle of attack and create augmented lift. In recent
decades, the smoke wire visualization was wildly used in studying the aerodynamics
of insect flight (Ellington et al 1996; Willmott et al. 1997; Nguyen et al. 2009),
as it provides direct and qualitative flow information around the insects and flapper
models. Conventionally, the smoke wire visualization is used in wind tunnels which
provide uniform and low turbulent free streams. Under this restriction, all the pre-
vious experiments of smoke wire visualization on flapping wings were performed in
wind tunnels with nonzero free stream velocity which however could not provide an
ideal hovering flight condition. In this paper we introduce and experiment a new
smoke visualization technique on hovering insect wings.
4.1.2 Experimental Method
Hovering insects and hummingbirds create significant downwash flow (Rayner
1979); therefore, by placing the smoke wire close to the leading edge of the wing,
we expect the downwash to drag the smoke particles into the wake and then visualize
the flow. Based on this method, we tested a pair of Cicada wings driven by a robotic
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insect model using four-bar mechanism (Fig. 1) (details see Hu et al. 2011). In the
experiment, the smoke was generated using paraffin oil heated along a stainless steel
wire with 0.25 mm diameter. The steel wire was installed parallel to and 5 mm away
from the vertical stroke plane of the flapping wing (Fig. 2). Both the steel wire and
the robotic model were installed on an aluminum alloy frame contained in a clear
plexglass box, which prevented any air disturbances from the environment. A high-
speed camera (Fastec Trouble Shooter, FASTEC IMAGING CORPORATION, San
Diego, CA, USA) was used to record the smoke pattern at 1,000 frame/s, which was
illuminated using a LED work Lamp. To increase the image resolution, the smoke
pattern of a single wing (instead of the wing pair) was recorded. The experiments
were performed at three different flapping frequencies: 5 Hz, 10 Hz, and 16 Hz.
Figure 4.1: Flapper with cicada wings Figure 4.2: The experimental setup
4.1.3 Results and Discussion
Fig.4.3 shows the smoke visualization results for the flapping frequency at 5Hz, and
results for other frequencies are shown in the supplementary materials. In Fig.4.3a,
six frames for an upstroke (0-100ms) are shown, and three frames at 0, 40 and 100ms
are shown in Fig.4.3b-d with more details. During the down-stroke, a large downwash
accompanied by a strong vortex at wing tip and a minor vortex at wing base were
observed (Fig.4.3b). At the beginning of the upstroke, after the wing quickly rotating,
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the wing interacted with the wake of the down-stroke and two spiral rotational flow
structures were observed (Fig4.3c). At the end of the upstroke, a large downwash with
a strong vortex pair at wing tip and base were observed (Fig. 4.3d). For the cicada
wing flapping at 10 and 16 Hz, similar flow patterns were captured as those at 5Hz
(videos in supporting material). Notably, the minor feature of the rotational flow at
beginning of upstroke could still be observed, but became less distinct. Comparing our
visualization results with previous simulation results, the visualization results shows
reasonable agreement with the simulation results in terms of the vortex structure
(Aono et al 2008).
Figure 4.3: Smoke patterns showing the evolution of the flow structure in an upstroke
(5 Hz), for more details refer to the video in the supplementary material.
In this paper, a new flow visualization method to study the flow on a hovering
wing is introduced. By placing the smoke wire close to the wing stroke plane, we
successfully visualized the flow on an insect wing without introducing free stream air
flow. Therefore, this method allows us to study the flow on a flapping wing under
an ideal hovering flight condition and can be used to study the flow on real hovering
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animals. However, this method of flow visualization can only capture the flow passed
around the smoke wire not the entire three-dimensional flow. In the next section, dye
visualization method will be explored to test its capacity in the study of the entire
complex flow in flapping wings.
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4.2 Dye Visualization on a Mechanical Flapping Wing
4.2.1 Introduction
The flow pattern from smoke visualization actually presents the streak-lines which
are quite different from the stream-lines in a highly unsteady flow (Smits and Lim
2000). Additionally, the smoke visualizations can only visualize the flow passed
around the smoke wires or the places where the smoke was released. Therefore,
the smoke visualization, as a common and conventional method in studying insect
flight, is very restricted and can only capture and present limited flow information
about the flapping wings. On the other hand, dye visualization, another common flow
visualization method, is capable of visualizing the overall unsteady three-dimensional
flow and has been succesfully demonstrated in several cases. For example, the dye vi-
sualization was successfully implemented on a pitching plate, visualizing a well linked
three-dimensional vortex skeleton(Buchholz et al 2008). The fluorescent dye was also
applied on a falling disk with the three-dimensional structures of tip vortices nicely
visualized and captured (Lee et al 2013).
4.2.2 Experimental Method
A dynamic scaled flapper was designed to flap back and forth with two degrees
of freedom (rotation and stroke) in a water tank at a frequency of 1/4 Hz. Wing
kinematics was accurately controlled using a PID feedback control loop in simulink
MATLAB with wing rotation and stroke angle in two sinusoidal functions. Before
putting the wing into the tank, fluorescence dye was brushed on the wing surfaces.
Once the wing was emerged in the water, the flapper started to flap. The wing
platform is based on the fruit fly wing with a length of 40 mm. To let the fluorescent
dye well attached to the wing surfaces, the wing was made from a plate of wooden
balsa so that the fluorescence dye can soaked into the material. Finally the evolution
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of flow structure was recorded by using a digital camera (Nikon) at a frame rate of
60 fps.
4.2.3 Results and Discussion
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Figure 4.4: Dye visualizaiton results on a mechanical flapper.
Fig.4.4, shows a sequence of dye visualization results on the balsa wood wing in
the very first stroke. Fig.4.4a-c present the vortical flow created during the onset of
wing flapping. A clear vortex loop was created with part of it attached onto the wing
surface as a leading edge vortex. In Fig.4.4d-h, the vortial flow in the first half stroke
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is presented. During this half stroke, the vortex loop produced during onset was no
longer attached onto the wing and shed into the wake while significant root and tip
vortices were created with their ends connecting to the shed vortex loop. The leading
edge vortex, growing from the root to tip, tilted significant near the tip and connected
to the tip vortex. Fig.4.4i-l, present vortical flow in the second half stroke. During the
stroke reversal, no vortex loop can be observed. Instead, strong tip and root vortices
were created in the wake. Notably, the tip and root vortices move toward each other
as they convecting downward which has been also observed in the Chapter 2, showing
the tip and root vortices are converging in the two-layer structure.
Here, in this section, dye visualization was implemented on a mechanical flapping
wing. The dye brushed on the wing surfaces can nicely track the major flow feature
like leading edge vortex, tip vortex and root vortex. Under current experimental
setup and experimental conditions, the visualization result indicates the wake flow in
the flapping wing is dominated by the tip and root vortices with leading edge vortex
attached on the wing surface though out the flapping cycles except the stroke rever-
sals. Compared to the volumetric flow measurement in the Chapter 2,however,vortex
ring structure is not captured in this dye visualization study which might be casused
by the difference of the wing kinematics.
Although the V3V flow measurement and dye visualization in Chapter 2 and 4
depict detialed vortical flow structures on flapping wings, it is clearly questionable to
refer our results to real flying insects, considering their complex wing morphologies.
In next chapter, a substantial new study will be carried out on a freely flying insect
to study the authentic complex flow in flapping wings.
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5. INSECTS FLY ON LADDERS OF VORTICES
Submitted (First Author: Yun Liu)
5.1 Chapter Abstract
To date, a comprehensive understanding of the complex flow topology generated
by freely flying insects has eluded the scientific community due in part to the inabil-
ity to adequately study the unsteady three-dimensional flow structure in a natural
setting (Srygley et al 2002,Henningsson et al 2015, Johansson et al 2013). In the
absence, researchers have primarily relied upon either two-dimensional conventional
flow visualizations/measurements on tethered insects or dynamically scaled experi-
ments utilizing robotic flappers fitted with scaled insect wings undergoing simplified
flapping motion (Ellington et al 1996,Birch and Dickinson 2003, Bomphrey 2006,Pick
and Lehmann 2009, Mountcastle and Daniel 2009,Lua et al 2010). To overcome the
limitations of these studies, a new method of flow visualization is developed and suc-
cessfully implemented on freely flying hawkmoth Manduca sexta. We discovered a
linked ladder like vortex structure under each wing on freely flying Manduca. This
linked ladder structure of vortices is formed by the vortex loop produced in the down-
stroke joined by the tip and root vortices in the upstroke. After every stroke reversal,
the newly formed vortex structure is linked to the previous vortex structure created
in the last half stroke, thus forming a ladder of vortices under each wing. Previous
experimental flow observations on fish and pitching plates have also revealed similar
linked chains of vortices (Drucker and Lauder 1999, Flammang et al 2011, Buchholz et
al 2008), suggesting a commonality of linked vortex structure among different forms
of animal locomotion.
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5.2 Results and Discussion
The complex flow topology of flapping wings, revealed through smoke visualization
techniques conducted on insects and robotic flappers, established the prominence of
a stably attached LEV responsible for lift augmentation in flapping wings (Van den
berg and Ellington 1997, Ellington et al 1996), differentiating this unique form of
animal locomotion from conventional fixed wing aerodynamics. Further character-
ized by scaled tank experiments with robotic flappers, quantitative force data was
correlated to models of the quasi-steady aerodynamic mechanisms formulated from
detailed experimental observations(Dickinson et al 1999). Computational Fluid Dy-
namics (CFD) simulations using simplified flapping wing motion, on the other hand,
have provided an abundance of flow and force data, supporting empirical results and
providing further intuition (Liu et al 1998). The results of these fundamental studies,
in addition to several others (Weis-Fogh 1973,Maxworthy 1979, Dudley and Ellington
1990, Fry et al 2003, Sun and Tang 2002, Lentink and Dickinson 2009, Wang 2005),
form the foundation of our current understandings on the aerodynamics of insect
flight.
In the establishment of these findings, however, researchers have relied primarily
upon experiments on either tethered insects or robotic flappers but rarely on freely
flying insects. Moreover, experimental observations of the local and extended flow
field on flying animals have been limited by the applications of traditional flow visu-
alization/measurement techniques. For instance, smoke wire visualization techniques
used on tethered or freely flying insects in wind tunnels necessitate a non-negligible
relative flow velocity (larger than 0.4m/s) (Srygley et al 2002, Ellington et al 1996,
Bomphrey et al 2009, Thomas et al 2004), thus precluding the study of hovering
flight. Smoke plume visualization on a hovering hummingbird was used to recon-
struct portions of three-dimensional structure in the downwash without continuously
capturing the details of vortices (Pournazeri et al 2012). These visualization meth-
ods, after all, depict patterns of streaklines leaving the vortical structures to be later
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interpreted from these patterns (Smits and Lim 2000). Particle image velocimetry
(PIV), on the other hand, has been used extensively in the study of insect flight
(Johansson et al 2013,Birch and Dickinson 2001, Bomphrey 2006, Pick and Lehmann
2009, Mountcastle and Daniel 2009), with recent applications of tomographic PIV
providing measurements of the three-dimensional flow structure in the far field wake
of a tethered locust (Henningsson et al 2015). However, these quantitative studies
have either focused on the near-field flow features on two-dimensional planes or far
field three-dimensional flow features in the wake region away from the wings. Thus a
detailed overview of three-dimensional vortex structure, in both near- and far field,
has never been fully captured on a freely flying insect.
The present work overcomes the limitations associated with these traditional flow
visualization/measurement methods through the use of a density gradient medium
(isopropyl alcohol) applied to the surfaces of insect wings and the use of high speed
Schlieren photography. For the first time, the overall vortex structure and its develop-
ment on freely flying hawkmoth Manduca sexta is directly visualized experimentally,
revealing a linked ladder structure of vortices under each wing.
Utilizing this new method, images of distinct vortex structures were obtained on a
near hovering Manduca and an ascending Manduca. Fig 5.1 and 5.2 present the flow
structure on a near hovering Manduca with an average flying speed of 0.3 m/s. Fig.
1 shows the images of vortex structure in the down-stroke. A combined structure
of starting vortex and stopping vortex was observed on each wing in the beginning
of down-stroke right after wing pronation (Fig 5.1 a). Then very quickly, on each
wing, distinct tip vortices were generated by both the fore- and hind-wing (Fig 5.1
a). Meanwhile, a stable leading edge vortex was created with one end connecting to
the fore-wing tip vortex. However, we found no evidence of a continuous leading edge
vortex crossing over the thorax which was observed in the previous flow visualiza-
tion/measurement studies on tethered Manduca in the wind tunnel6; instead, a cone
shaped leading edge vortex was observed (Fig 5.1 c) on each wing. As a result, an
open vortex loop (or horseshoe-shaped vortex (Liu et al 1998, Zheng et al 2013) is cre-
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Figure 5.1: Vortex structures captured in the down-stroke on a near-hovering male
hawkmoth (mass 1.26 g) with an average flying speed of 0.3 m/s (See Supplementary
Video 1). a. A combined structure of starting/stopping vortex after wing pronation.
b. Tip vortices are created from not only tips of fore-wings but also tips of hind-
wings. c. An attached cone shaped leading edge vortex before wing supination.
d. Eventually, the down-stroke of each wing creates an open vortex loop (horseshoe
vortex loop), connecting the leading edge vortex, tip vortex, starting/stopping vortex,
and root vortex.
ated on each wing, connecting the leading edge vortex, tip vortex, starting/stopping
vortex, and root vortex (Fig 5.1 d). Video of the vortex structure in down-stroke can
be found in the supplementary video file Fig.1.avi. This open vortex loop structure
on Manduca has been previously observed in experimental and numerical studies on
Manduca models (Van den berg and Ellington 1997, Liu et al 1998,Zheng et al 2013).
Having never been observed on freely flying Manduca directly, the observance of the
open vortex structure presented in this work thus serves as the first confirmation of
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these studies. Furthermore, unique to previous experimental and numerical studies
on Manduca, the existence of a secondary hind-wing tip vortex as revealed by this
technique presents a more complete depiction of the open vortex loop structure gen-
erated by flapping wings. At the end of the down-stroke, during the supination (Fig
5.1c), the cone shaped leading edge vortex, under a significant deformation due to
the rapid wing twisting, can be clearly seen. Subsequently, the leading edge vortex is
then shed into the wake along with the other vortices created during the down-stroke,
forming a closed vortex loop.
The vortex structure during the upstroke is shown in Fig 5.2. After wing supina-
tion, a closed vortex loop was shed into the wake from each wing while two strong tip
vortices were created from the tips of fore- and hind-wings with ends connecting to
the previously shed vortex loop (Fig 5.2 c). Concurrently, a root vortex was created,
also connecting to the shed vortex loop. However, unlike the flow structure captured
in the down-stroke, we found no evidence of a strong attached leading edge vortex
during the up-stroke. This is consistent with results from smoke visualization studies
and CFD simulations on a hovering Manduca model (Van den berg and Ellington
1997, Zheng et al 2013), and is indicative of a lack of vortex loop formation during
the up-stroke. Therefore, after one complete wing beat cycle, the resulting vortex
structure created under each wing consists of a vortex loop in the far wake, two tip
vortices and a root vortex in the near field.
Fig.5.3a-b show the vortex structure on an ascending Manduca with an average
speed of 0.7 m/s. Similar to vortex structures in Fig.5.1 and 5.2, an open vortex
loop is first created on each wing during the down-stroke and shed after supination
(Fig.5.3a). In the up-stroke, two strong tip vortices were created from the tips of fore-
and hind-wings and linked to the previously shed vortex loop (Fig.5.3b). Interestingly,
vortex structure visualized on the ascending Manduca illustrated a more pronounced
linked ladder like structure which not only connects the vortex structures between
down- and up-stroke but also connects the vortex structures between each wing beat
cycle. In the near hovering flight case, evidence of the linked structure can be also
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Figure 5.2: Vortex structures captured in the up-stroke on the near hovering hawk-
moth (See Supplementary Video 2). a. The vortex loop created in down-stroke
sheds into the wake. b-c Long, stretched tip vortices from the tips of fore-wings and
hind-wings are created and connected to the just shed vortex loops. d. Finally, the
up-stroke of each wing creates long, stretched tip and root vortices, connecting the
shed vortex loop to the wing.
found. Fig.5.3c depicts the linkage formation between the vortex structure in a wing
beat (up-stroke) to the vortex structure in the next wing beat (down-stroke) in the
near hovering case. During wing pronation, the tip/root vortices from the up-stroke
shed from the wings and then connect to the stopping/starting vortices, formed in
the beginning of the down-stroke, thereby connecting the vortex structures between
each wing beat. Consequently, our direct flow visualization results reveal a well
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Figure 5.3: Vortex structures from consecutive wing beat cycles are well linked. a-b.
The vortex structure capured on an ascending male hawkmoth(mass 0.93 g) with
an average flying speed of 0.7m/s (left and right columns show the flow structure
filmed from front and side views). a. On the ascending hawkmoth, a vortex loop
is created on each wing in the down-stroke and the vortex loop is connected to the
vortex structure creaed from the last up-stroke.b.In the up-stroke, stretched hind-and
fore-wing tip vortices as well as root vortex are created on each wing,connecting to the
vortex loop from the down-stroke.c.Between consecutive wing beat cycles, a linked
structure is also observed on the near hovering hawkmoth. Tip vortices from the
up-stroke shed from the wings and connect to the starting/stopping vortices, thereby
connecitng the vortex structures between each wing beat cycle. Left image shows the
original image of the strucutre and right image shows notated vortex structure.
linked vortex structure on freely flying Manduca. Especially in the ascending case,
the Manduca creates a ladder of vortices under each wing. However, due to flow
dissipation and instabilities, the entirety of the ladder-like structure underneath the
wing could not be seen. Instead, only the linked structure within two wing beats is
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visible, with the remaining structure dissipated into the wake. Ignoring these effects
and hind-wing tip vortex, a simplified linked vortex model is presented in Fig.5. 4.
Figure 5.4: Vortex ladder under an ascending hawkmoth. a. In the down-stroke,
a vortex loop is created and linked to the other vortex loops through tip and root
vortices formed from up-strokes, forming a ladder of vortices under each wing. b. In
the up-stroke, stretched tip and root vortices are created on each wing connecting the
just shed vortex loop to the wing.
The linked ladder structure of vortices presented may not be unique to Manduca,
but rather may be a common feature of multiple forms of animal locomotion. Both
two-dimensional PIV measurements and volumetric flow measurements have revealed
linked vortex rings or chains of vortex rings on freely swimming fish (Drucker and
Lauder 1999, Flammang et al 2011). Smoke visualization on hovering hummingbirds
illustrated a bilateral vertically connected vortex ladder structure under the pair wings
(Pournazeri et al 2013). Utilizing a state of the art flow visualization method, a chain
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of linked vortex rings was also found to form the wake of a pitching plate undergoing
periodic motion similar to that of flying and swimming animal locomotion (Buchholz
et al 2008); The formation of this chain of linked vortex rings was associated with
the pitching plate at the highest thrust efficiency, while the wake divides into two
separate trains of vortical structure at low thrust efficiency. Similarities between the
linked vortex structure found on pitching plate and the vortex ladder observed on
each Manduca wing suggests a possible connection between the formation of single
chain vortex ladder structures and optimal thrust efficiency in freely flying Manduca.
Clearly, the mechanics of unsteady force generation and unsteady three-dimensional
wake structure must be correlated. Therefore, from a more complete depiction of the
wake topology on freely flying insects and its evolution, the complexities of flying
insect aerodynamics and associated performance metrics (like efficiency) can be more
accurately modeled and assessed.
The flow topology of flying Manduca has served as a classic study case for flapping
wing locomotion, having been the subject of scientific research for over two decades.
However, due to the limitations of traditional flow visualization techniques, the overall
vortex structure on a freely flying Manduca has never been fully captured until now.
Utilizing a new method of flow visualization on flying insects, this work reveals a
linked ladder structure of vortices on each wing of the freely flying Manduca, resulting
from the formation of a vortex loop created during the down-stroke (see Fig.4a)
and long, stretched tip and root vortices created during the up-stroke connecting
the shed vortex loop to the wing (see Fig.4b). During wing pronation, the tip and
root vortices in up-stroke shed from the wing and connect to the stopping/starting
vortices in the down-stroke, thereby forming a ladder of vortices. In addition to
this topological depiction of the wake, several clarifying remarks about the observed
vortical structure of freely flying Manduca can be made. First, the wing pair of flying
Manduca clearly create a bilateral vortex structure without formation of a single
vortex ring in the down-stroke where by the LEV is continuous over the thorax6.
Second, in the up-stroke, no evidence of a strong attached LEV was found, suggesting
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the existence of a weak or even no formation of a LEV on freely flying Manduca in
up-stroke27 . Lastly, applications of this new method of flow visualization are not
limited to the current study and could also be used in the study of other flying animals
ranging from hummingbirds (Trochilidae) and butterflies (Lepidoptera) to smaller
insects such as flies (Diptera). By providing sufficient time resolved three-dimensional
information about the complex flow structure, results from this technique could be
used as validation for existing flow measurements and CFD simulation results.
5.3 Method
Male Manduca sexta adults were obtained from the Purdue University Entomol-
ogy department. A high speed Schlieren photography system was implemented to
visualize the unsteady three-dimensional vortical flow on freely flying Manduca. This
system consists of two single mirror, double-pass, Schlieren setups with two high speed
cameras (Mini UX100, Photron), filming from two orthogonal views. In each Schlieren
system, a white LED light was projected through a 1 mm pin hole onto a 10-inch di-
ameter optical spherical mirror (Edmond optics). A portion of the reflected light was
then redirected towards the high speed camera using a 50/50 (reflection/transmission
ratio, Edmond optics) beam-splitter for capture. At the focal point of the reflected
light, a razor blade was used as the knife-edge producing the Schlieren images (See
Fig.5.5).
To trace the vortical flow produced by the flapping Manduca wings, warm iso-
propyl alcohol (91% Isopropyl Alcohol heated to 38oC) was brushed onto the surface
of both wings in the beginning of each test. The Manduca was then released to fly
freely in the flow observation region. Upon wing acceleration and rotation, airflow
over the wing surface increases vaporization of the alcohol, drawing it into the vor-
tex sheet/vortices created from the wing surface. The Schmidt number of vaporized
median is estimated to be on the order of one, taking the diffusion coefficient of iso-
propyl alcohol in air to be 0.1011 cm2/s. Since the diffusion rates of vorticity and
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Figure 5.5: Experimental Setup
the visualization median are comparable, formations depicted by the alcohol vapor
will accurately capture the vortical flow structures in the absence of strong vortex
stretching.26 Through our high speed Schlieren photography system, the unsteady
three-dimensional vortex structure was visualized and recorded by two high speed
cameras at 1000 frames per second from two orthogonal views. Similar methods of
flow visualization have also been used to study the vortical flow development around
moving objects (Veldhuis et al 2005, Pierce 1961). In total, thirty tests were con-
ducted and results from the two most illustrative tests were presented in this paper.
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To enhance images of the complex vortex structure on the Manduca, the brightness
and contrast of the images were adjusted accordingly using Adobe Photoshop CS6.
The moths average translating speed was extracted by tracking an eye of the Manduca
using DLTdv5 (Hedrick 2008) .
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6. SUMMARY
Insect flight is essentially a complex system that requires multidisciplinary efforts
from different perspectives. This thesis focuses on the aerodynamics of insect flight
from a fluid mechanics point of view, studying three highly coupled features in the
aerodynamics of insect flight: unsteadiness, three-dimensional effect and wing mor-
phing.
The V3V system (or Defocusing-DPIV method) lends us a great opportunity to
study the coupling between unsteadiness and three-dimensional effect. Its ability of
measuring instantaneous three-dimensional velocity field in a volumetric space makes
this method unprecedented in studying complex flow on mechanical flappers, com-
pared with other conventional flow visualization/measurement methods. Utilizing
the V3V system, the entire unsteady three-dimensional flow field on a mechanical
flapper was quantified and visualized, depicting a linked vortex rings structure in the
near-field and two layers of vortical flow in the far-field. Yet, due to the limitations
of the laser and other related equipment, a time resolved flow measurement could
not be achieved. As the resulting aerodynamic force on the flapping wing depends
on the time derivative of the vorticity field(Wu 1981), it is impossible to build a di-
rect correlation between the flow field and the resulting aerodynamic force without
time resolved flow data. Moreover, regardless the aero-elastic issue, the actual flap-
ping wing motion of flying insect is hard to be mimicked on the small one degree
of freedom mechanical flapper only which can fit into the small measurement space
(10cm×14cm×14cm). This issue was later overcome by using a larger two degrees
of freedom mechanical flapper with several measured flow regions patching around
the flapper to obtain the entire flow field (Cheng et al 2014). However, with a much
larger measured space, the time spent on data processing is significantly increased.
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In the absence of three-dimensional effect, the coupling between unsteadiness and
active wing morphing is investigated on a large aspect-ratio translating wing. In-
terestingly, similar flow phenomenon from previous wind tunnel experiments on bats
was also observed in our study, indicating the effectiveness of our simplified model
in representing the active morphing wing. Our study also reveals the dominate role
of wing deformation timing in the flow and aerodynamic force characteristics. Al-
though a primary correlation between the flow and aerodynamic force characteristics
have been presented, a deeper investigation on the added mass effect and vortex force
should be conducted to determine the role of wing acceleration. Therefore, if pos-
sible, it is necessary to study the active wing morphing effect under different wing
acceleration durations (acceleration duration is fixed at 0.4 second in our study) to
have a better understanding on the coupling of unsteadiness and wing morphing.
Yet, on flying animals, the aerodynamics is essentially the outcome of the com-
plex coupling and interaction of all those three factors. As there is no mechanical
flapper can perfectly simulate the flying animals with all these factors considered,
thus, the optimal way of studying flapping wing aerodynamics is study the flow on
real flying animals. In the meanwhile, considering the limitations of traditional flow
visualization/measurement methods, a new method to of capturing and presenting
the complex flow topology on freely flying animals is in a great demand.
In the beginning, I explored two very typical and traditional flow visualization
methods: smoke and dye visualizations. Particularly, the smoke wire visualization
was implemented by placing the smoke wire close to the flapper to visualize the
downwash flow on a ′hovering wing without introducing any free stream velocity.
Dye visualization was also implemented on a mechanical flapper in a water tank.
Because the dye, released from the wing surface, actually presents the passive scalar
which can depict and follow the formation of vortex structure,it provids a complete
picture about the three-dimensional vortical flow on the flapper. Based on the dye
visualization study and Pierces pioneering flow visualization work with shadowgraph
(Pierce 1961), I proposed and implemented a new method of flow visualization on
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flying insects,by introducing alcohol vapor on the insect wings to track the formation
and development of three-dimensional vortical flow which can be later seen through
a high speed Schlieren photography system.
Our new method with isopropyl alcohol is able to directly visualize and present the
vortical flow. The diffusion coefficient of isopropyl alcohol in the air is 0.1011cm2/s,
making its Schmidt number on the order of 1 which is the most desired number for
the media to track the vortical flow in the absence of strong vortex stretching (the
Schmidt number for smoke and dye visualization is around 1000. So dye or smoke can
only track the vortex formation in the near wake flow region (Buchholz et al 2008).
This advantage can be explained in the following.
∂ω
∂t
= −(V ·∇)ω + (ω·∇)V + ν∇2ω (6.1)
∂S
∂t
= −(V ·∇)S +D∇2S (6.2)
Equation 6.1 is the vorticity transport equation and Equation 6.2 is the passive
scalar transport equation. ν in equation 6.1 is the kinematic viscosity, presenting
the speed of momentum diffusivity and D in equation 6.2 is the diffusion coefficient,
presenting the speed of mass diffusivity. Schmidt number is defined as the ratio of
ν to D. With Schmidt number in the order of 1, it means the value of ν is close to
the value of D. Then the equation 6.1 and 6.2 are almost identical expect the vortex
stretching term (ω·∇)V . Therefore, in the absence of strong vortex stretching and
with isopropyl alcohol released from the wing surfaces (the origion of vorticity), the
alcohol can nicely track the formation and evolution of the vortical flow in both near-
and far- field(Smits and Lim 2000). In addition, comparing with the tomographic
PIV, this method has a great advantage of efficiency and simplicity. For example,
to resolve the volumetric flow velocity field in the wake region of a tethered locust,
nearly 100 days were taken to process all the images captured from eight high speed
cameras (Henningsson et al 2015).
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Figure 6.1: Secondary hind-wing tip vortex on a butterfly(images were shot in a
sequence from a to d)
Clearly, our method of flow visualization has a great potential in studying the
complex flow of flying animals and it was already tested on different insects. For
example, Fig.6.1 shows the visualization results on a flying butterfly. Instead of
introducing isopropyl alcohol on the wing surfaces of the butterfly, the butterfly wings
are hold and warmed by electromagnetic holder and the warm air closed to the wings
is served as the passive scalar to track the vortical flow. Once the butterfly was
released from the electromagnetic holder(not showned in the images), it flapped its
wings and the vortical wake was visualized. Especially, similar to the flow on the
flying hawkmoth, a clear indication of secondary hind-wing tip vortex was observed
,suggesting the commonality of secondary hind-wing tip vortex amongst different
insect speicies. The formation of this secondary tip vortex can be explained based
on Helmholtz’s theorem which suggests the vortex filament cannot end in fluids and
should be in a closed form.
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Figure 6.2: An explaination of the Secondary Tip vortex. Leading edge vortex
strength is not evenly distributed with vortex filaments shed not evenly, creating
a secondary vortex somewhere from wing root to tip. The red loops indicate the
vortex structures created in down-stroke and vortex structure created in up-stroke is
in blue
In Fig.6.2, on a flapping wing, the velocity along the the wing span is continuously
growing from wing root to tip, due to the wing rotation. Therefore, the strength of
leading edge vortex should be growing along the wing span in the beginning and
quickly drop to zero at wing tip. Assuming the leading edge vortex is the dominant
spanwise vortical flow (Ellington et al 1996), then to creat a high strength LEV close
to wing tip and low strength LEV close to wing root, mutiple closed vortex loops(with
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the same strength) should be superimposed unevenly. Thus more vortex filaments
will shed from the wing tip and finally roll up into a strong tip vortex. At wing root
fewer filament will shed and form the root vortex with the strength much less than
the one of tip vortex. The rest vortex filaments, with the same rotating direction of
root vortex but opposite rotating direction of tip vortex, will shed somewhere between
wing root and tip, forming a secondary vortex. On flying hawkmoth and butterfly,
the secondary vortices are all created closed to the tips of hind-wing with the reason
not well understood yet.
Figure 6.3: High speed Schlieren photography on a tethered Wasps
The main difficulty of this flow visualization method, however, is the treatment
to live animals: how to apply the tracking media to their wing membranes and
how to make them to freely fly in the designed region. Espeically, it is even more
challenging to utilize this method on some small insects. Fig.6.3 shows a test of this
flow visualization method on a tethered wasps(The alcohol was only applied on the
right wing). With images enhanced already, it is still hard to see the flow structure
created on the wasps wing. There are basically three reasons that the flow was not
well visualzied. First, small insects like wasps have very high flapping frequency. The
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alcohol will vaporize very quickly under high flapping frequncy after applying it onto
the wing surfaces. Second, since the insect is quite small, it is very difficult to apply
alcohol to the tiny wing memberane and hard to ensure enough alcohol was applied
on all the wing sufaces. Third, a powerful camera lense is needed for small insects.
In our tests, we used a 50-200 mm zoom lense, clearly not enough for resolving the
flow image on a small insect like wasps. Therefore, to study the flow on small insects,
this method of flow visualization has to be improved and modified accordingly.
Figure 6.4: High speed Schlieren photography on a falling plate
Regardless the limitations of this method of flow visualization on small insects,
this method is indeed a powerful tool in studying the three-dimensional unsteady
flow and can be extended to other contex of studies. Fig.6.4 presents the flow visu-
alization results on a falling plate. However, this method is qualitative after all and
the corresponding results are hard to be quantitatively evaluated and processed. In
the light of advancement on cameras (For example light field camera) and imaging
techniques (holographic imaging), it is possible to improve and upgrade this method





The uncertainty analysis of flow measurement and force measurement in Chapter
3 are addressed here. MATLAB function ′curl′ was used to calculate the vorticity.
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In Equantion A.1 the velocity(u,v) in physical space is actually the velocity on the
image times the calibration factor K and will eventually cancel out in the equation.














Since the size of interrogation window is 32 X 32 pixels then yi,j+1 − yi,j−1 =
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The spatial displacement accuracy for 32X32 interrogation window is + 0.06 pix-
els. So δ(dx)=δ(dy)=0.06 pixels. Thus, δωi,j=0.625 1/s(in the measurement ∆t=6
ms). In addition, there was nuance of the relative motion between the camera and
wing model during the accelerating phase. This relative motion would cause variation
in velocity measurement but will not affect the vorticity measurement because the
small relative motion only introduces a uniform displacement field and calculation of
vorticity will remove this effect. Thus the relative linear translation between cam-
era and wing model will not introduce any uncertainty on vorticity measurement.
Since the maximum measured vorticity is about 25 /s thus the relative uncertainty
of measured vorticity is around 4% .
A.2 Force Uncertainty
The uncertainty of force measurement is derived here and estimated at about 3
%. The aerodynamic drag force was calculated from subtracting the measured force
on drag component FD,measure by the inertia force due to translation FD,T as well as
the inertia force due to deflection on drag direction FD,D.
FD,Aero = FD,Measure − FD,T − FD,D (A.5)
Therefore, the uncertainty of aerodynamic drag force can be calculated by:
δFD,Aero =
√




















(δFY · sin(α))2 + (δFX · −cos(α))2 + (FY · cos(α) + FX · sin(α))2 · δα2
(A.7)
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Current sensor has an uncertainty of δFX=δFY =0.01 N (retrived from TSI doc-
uments). FX=0.1N; FY =1.0 N(the highest measured force).In our measurement, δα
=1o=0.0175 rad (Protractor was used to measure the AOA). Therefore,
δFD,measure=0.0178. To calculate δFD,D,
δFD,D =
√
(δFY · sin(α))2 + (δFX · −cos(α))2 + (FY,D · cos(α) + FX,D · sin(α))2 · δα2
(A.8)
FX,D is measured in the air, the magnitude of FX,D is about 0.06 N (maximum
value) therefore,δFD,D =0.010 N. δFD,T , the uncertainty of measured inertia force,
is caused by the uncertainty of image calibration and kinematics of wing translation
is very repeatable. We used a 2 cm wide target(Lm=20mm;δLm=1mm) to calibrate
the image and on the image the target is 83 pixels wide (Lp=83pixels;δLp=5 pixels).









· δLP )2 = 0.0187mm/pixel (A.9)
Because the measured hightest wing acceleration on the camera is 2450pixels/s2.
Therefore, δa = δK · L=45.8 mm/s2. Then with δa = 45.8mm/s2 and δm = 0.01g
δFD,T =
√
(δm · α)2 + (δα ·m)2 = 0.006N (A.10)
Because the kinematics of wing translation has very good repeatability and the
uncertainty of measured acceleration only come from the image calibration. There-
fore, the actual aerodynamic force on the wing will not be affected by the uncertainty








D,D = 0.0213N (A.11)
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Following the same procedure we have δFL,Aero=0.0178 N. With maximum force:
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